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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY EVENING, DECEMB&tt

PA'S CHRISTMAS EVE DREAM
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Expend $10,000,000 In The Government Denies That Coal Dealers Sue Burlington
Road For Confiscated
This Country For Steel
Other Powers Will Try to
Coal Supplies.
Machinery.
Coerce France.

COURT

MIDWIFE CHARGED

MEMBERS

INFANTS

TO

OfllEGE

STRIKE OF FIREMEN ON

GO

Lying-i- n

Judge Dun-.caof the common ideas court declared that the information filed In
the probate court against the Standard OH company, on the charge of
violating the Valentine antitrust
was illegal and that the ense should
lie filed In the common pleas court.

New York, Dec. 24. Contracts are
Paris, Dec. 24. An official note was
being placed in the United States for Issued this afternoon announcing that
the equipment of a huge steel works the statements published abroad to
which the Japanese government Is to the effect that the French govern
operate under the name of the Im- ment had been sent a note by the
perial Steel Works, on the Island of powers, in anticipation of a protest
Moji. The Japanese plant will en- from the Vatican, against the expultail a cost of 110.000,000.
The or- sion of Monsignor Montagninl, is abders for the equipment will call for solutely falHO.
two bar mills, a tube mill, a blooming
mill, rolling tables, furnaces, cranes POPE SAYS CHURCH
and a general lino of steel making j
WILL STILL STAND FAST.
equipment.
lrtm.t tkr 11 Tlin nmmlmra ctt
the sacred college went In a body this
ASTONISHING RECORD OF
morning to the pope to present their
A LYING-IHOSPITAL. Christmas greetings.
The pope reliving ceived them in his private library,
Paris, Doc. 24. A
in the Vivlenne quarter has been ar- and conversed cordially with all the
rested on the charge of systematic distinguished
prelates.
The chief
infants. The at- topic of conversation was the situamurder of new-bor- n
tention of the police was attracted by tion in France. The pope said that the
the fact that no deaths of children church will not flinch from the attiwere reported, from tho establish- tude taken, no more concessions bement, and Investigation resulted In ing possible; but he hoped that the
,
with violence and persecution would soon
the discovery that the
the complicity of a servant, cut up result in better times.
ami burned the bodies of the children
in a big stove in the dining room of RELIGIOUS STATISTICS
OF GREATER NEW YORK.
The eviresidence.
the
New York, Dec. 24. The Protestant
dence obtained Indicates that 120
children were murdered by the two communicants of Greater New York
women.
in 1855 were 82,477 or 9.1 per cent of
the population of the city. In 1905
they numbered 337,287 or 8.4 per cent
TO GOVERN THE SALE
OF COTTON SEED. of tho poulatlon.. Tho Roman CathoJackson, Miss., Dec. 24. So suc- lic communicants of 1S55 numbered
cessful have been the government's 110,488 or 12.2 per cent of the popu
or 26.4 per
demonstrations of farm work In this lation; In
state that the legislature will be ask- cent of tho city's1904population. Comit is found that
ed to further encourage the work and paring 1905 with
one of the first Important moves the Jews have Increased their part of
which it Is intended to make will be the population from 18.6 to 19.3 per
fo ask the legislature to enact laws cent and Roman Catholics theirs from
governing the use anil sale of cotton 33.3 to 3u.8. Tho churchles? protesseed for planting purposes. It Is ad- tants of New York outnumber the
mitted on all sides that inferior seed whole population of Nebraska and are
is one of the worst of ail evils in the the equivalent of the whole populacotton industry. A doubt may exist tion of Idaho, Washington, Montana
as to the right of the state to name and Wyoming.
for the grower the quality of the
seed he shall plant, end the length AMERICAN PEARLS
IN GREAT DEMAND.
of the staple ho shall grow, at tin;
24.
York,
New
IKc.
American
same time the sale of inferior set d
pearls and buroques from the Wabash,
cinild easily l.e prohibited.
Wisconsin aud Mississippi rivers are
in such great demand this season
REVENUE CUTTER AT
TACOMA, WASHINGTON. that all jewelers have their stocks
Tacoma, Dec. 21. The revenuo cut-W- r sold out. The baroques, or Irregular
Terry. Lieutenant II. (1. Fisher, frtsh water pearls, coming in u"
commanding , made famous by the kinds of odd iantastic shapes, which
capture of seventeen Japanese sent a few years ago were allowed to repoachers on St. Paul island last July, main 011 the river banks, not having
is In poir here. She came to meet any commercial value at the time
Assistant Secretary of tho Treasury have been used to an enormous ex- .1. B. Reynolds, and will convey him
tend thin year In gold Jewelry and
to points down l'uget sound.
The have become (juite fashionable.
lViry will lie stationed in the Puget
sound district instead of the old cut- - SOME KILLING STILL
CONTINUES IN CUBA
ter Grant, recently condemned and j
Havana, Dee. 24. A dispatch from
B01,I
Guinea, this I rovlnce, today announc
COPPER COMPANY MAKES
that a patrol of rural guards had
ed
GOOD BIG DIVIDEND !au encounter with five mounted lnsur-igeatNew York. Dec. 24. The directors
The two parties exchanged
of the Anaconda Copper company to- shots with tho result that two of the
day declared a quarterly dividend of Insurgents were killed and two were
$1.75 a share.
captured. The fifth man escaped.
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1

'

SHERIFF'S
CASE GOES ADVERSELY
W&tBiagton, Dec. 24. The supreme-courtoday decided adversely to the
defendant In the preliminary question
involved in the case of Sheriff Sblpp
others of Chatanooff3,
and twenty-sicharged with contempt of the
supreme court in lynching a negro
named Johnson, after the court had
taken cognizance of the cane. The
opinion was handed down ly Justice
Holmes, who announced that the preliminaries having hern disposed of,
the court will proceed with the prosecution. He did not say when the
next 6tep will be t:Uen.
t

x

Tc-nn- .,

mid-wife'- s

SIDCK EXCHANGE

effect held that the- law prohibiting
dealing in futures Is not repugmut
to federal action, thus affirming the
decision of the supreme court of
North CJoliaa.
-

SUGAR PLANTERS ARE
NOT VERY MUCH PLEASED
Ottowa, Dec. 24. The British West
Indies and. British Guina are Interest
ed parties in the alterrallon of the
wugar duties. The granting 0f pref
erence
produced Bugar,
British
opened to them a market In which
cane esugar could be placed to com

pete advantageously wilh Kuropean
bounty feu uett sugar, and their post
lion was further strengthened by the
requirement for the abolition of the
bounties under the ISrussells conven
tion. Under their Influence the sugar
trade increased by leaps and bounds
until in the last, fiscal venr its value
reached $G,254,132 and the total im-- j
Krts ly Canada of Biigar and syrups
on
from 'British sources $8,31(9.066.
which $1,885,551 was paid in duty
The financo minister, however, has
stated that the refiners get more
tb;in it was Intended to give
and in conwequence the duty has heen
advanced today on raw sugar cf British origin by 7
cents per hundred
prmnts. The increased duty will not
effect the planter or consumer as the
refiner will be saddled with the additional duty

GIB

IMMIGRATION

513,000 10 IIS

FIGURES
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Asa Christmas Remembrance Next Year
' of Their Year of Faithful

FATHER

FIB

6

OF
the Old Man With An
Ax and Then Robbed His
Pockets of Money

Will Be Beyond All Killed

Possible Conception

Service.

OF

IS CLEARED ON

TREMENDOUS

.

ElfflS

SHOWING MURDERER

of Mind.

CAPTAIN MACKLIN IS
COLDFIELD HAS LOST
JAPANESE COOLIE COMING
STILL DOIXG
HALF ITS POPULATION
IS SOMEWHAT CURTAILED

WELL

Ne-Spokane, Dec. 24. "Not guilty li;'
York.' Dec. 24. More than
Ycrk, Dec. 21. Figures just
was distributed among the 4uo completed at Kllis Island indicate reason of Insanity," was the verdict
retilriiffl hi the tinrr tnitnv tn llip
employes of the stock exchange today. This represents tho annual col- that at the present rate of increase, of si(luPV Slonne, I S years old, charg- lection among the members as Cnrist-ma- s 1,283.415 more aliens may be expect ed with the murder ;f his father.
motive for the
Ml to enter thi.i country through the Robbery was the
bonuses to employes.
immigration station on Kllis Island crime. The boy went nn behind his
father while the latter was eating
STRIKE OF MINERS HAS
next year.
his midnight lunch,
struck hun
CAUSED GREAT LOSS
"The number of aliens who wil six terrific blows withand
an ax.
Goldfleld, Nev., Dee. 24. As a re land in New York this year," said ho timt th. i.inm.v frrun ilir. Then
riivi '
suit of the strike called by the Indus-- Immigration
Wats man's pocket.
Commissioner
The body was found
trial Workers of the World, the
yesterday, "will approximate
next morning and the boy was arers of this section are leaving ny 1,050,000 persons, as against a total the
rested
The defense
confessed.
trainloads.
Goldfleld Is rapidly be-- of 859.000 who landed here in 1905. claimed and
Isiy had shown inthat
the
popu-immigra-latiocoming a desolated city.
The
This shows an increase of
sanity since his infancy.
of Goldfleld has decreased from tion of about 22.23 per cent.
Using
15,000 to about 7,000 within the last these figures as a basis for an
WILL
The strike still continues and mate, in 1907 we may expect 1.2S6,-ever- CAPTAIN MACKLIN
PROBABLY GET WELL.
mine and mill, and all the smel-- ! 415 aliens to arrive at Ellis Island."
Oklahoma City. Okla., Dec. 24. In
Urs except the Hayes-Monet- t
and the
a teU phone message from Fort Reno,
Frances-Mohaware closed. United JAPANESE FLOOD HAS
morning, it was statod that Capappointed
States deputy marshals,
SOMEWHAT SUBSIDED. this
tain Macklin had assed a good night
under the terms of the federal injuncDec. 24. "The exo and that unless unexpected complica- Francisco.
San
tion Issued to restrain the stealing of dus of
fnmi the lion8 arls tlle physicians believe he
ore, will take charge to .liiiru. nlflnlalifmu laborers
.
..
...
...
llnti-.Irtf
the
w
"'- - win speedily recover,
..anon
mis assailant
Hayes-Monemill
the
dnv at the
Limed Slates is showing a decrease. hli8
yet l0 ;, apprehended,
Frar.ccs-MohawK. Matsubara, the new Japanese thought the officers are following a
vice consul at San Francisco yester-- , nmber of clews that may lead to sn
GREAT LOSS TO LABOR
oay. Japanese immigration societies arrest sejoi;.
IN MARIETTA, GA. sent these laborers
from Korea to
Marietta. Ga., Dec. 24. The plant Hawaii, and these societies, ace'ordlng
INVENTOR OF THE HELIOI'ub-li&
of the Georgia Manufacturing
to Matsubara, are directly interesteel
GRAPH HAS RETIRED.
Service company, including the in holding the laborers on the sugar
K.
C.
London. Dec. 24 Colonel
Marietta paper mill, Is burning. Al ": e states once they arrive there-- . These
ready the loss is fully $250,mmi. and societies have brought miwerful pres- - ilayen, reyal engtneer who retires en
five years'
half pay today, under
the fire is not yet unde r control.
ure to ,.Hr
,h Japaneso ROV rule, was the officer in the
the Zulu camnt to compel the coolies to stay paign, who,
by means of an impro- OLD LONG BRIDGE"
apparent mai ,.,.,. i1..itr,irr:ir,h on nrriinurv thm-lnioui anu ii is iH'coniing
OVER POTOMAC DOOMED. the
immigration socle-ll.- .
winning
are
b,.lonK,I1K to ft K,iariisman, sig- Washington, IKc. 24. The historic their fight.
nailed to Colonel Pearson, who was
"Long Bridge" ever the Potomac has
holding Ekowe, that reinforcements
Z7, .MTn.,'...oS GOLD OUTbee-lorn down and not a trace of it AUSTRALIA
were
i wait ny Bfter days
now re'mnins.
It was built under an
PUT FOR EIGHT MONTHS, of persistent endeavors to attract the
authority of act of congress, which
Melbourne, Dec. 24, Government attention ef the invested garrison that
appropriated JliH),0O0 feir the purpose, figure-published today on the gold Coloned Hayej had the reward of
and was often for traffic on May 20,
put in the colony tehow that for finding that be bad been "read."
isn;. When the British forces under out
the; eight months fmled August 31st.
General Ross and Admiral Cetckburn 2. 306. 5112 ounces
BRIGHT'S DISEASE HAS
of the value of
Washingten
Irritlsh
a
and
catured
CLAIMED ANOTHER VICTIM
were' produced as compared
flee t had Alexandria at tts mercy, In
s
Cincinnati, IX'C 21. Harlan Cleve
valued at $19,- Ret Oil! with 2,3SS,lo8 ounce-eiimul Ikll tVtit hrift"n
390. 108 for tin; same period of last luiel, who served as United States
,,,,
l..ci.Tlirouiwl
to trovcnt
p. , . .
11.
II.T
IIIC fill'
year. Increases
re shown In , Vic- - district attorney for the southern
If limU
n !....;....
lllul
..9
Ov
llrUl.ll
uiiiwlo,
IIIIICIIOM
l'l It'nil
tl
of Ohio by appoiatment of Grover
troops
sent
to
The first union
Cleveland,
died today of Brlght's disanu
yueeniana
in
crease's
Long
bridge;
south passed over the
The shipments of gold to ease. He was a cousin of the ex
in 18(11 and at the close, of the waf j Australia.
year amount- - president and a n'pbew of Justice
the. army of the Potomac, unuer uen the United State thisare
$12,433,908
the largest Harlan of the Unlte-- States supreme
to
ed
and
eif
army
Tenneseral Meade, and the
court.
see, under General She rman, returned ",r "mu
the
over It to Warihingtem.
After
union
first battle of Bull Run Hietreps retreated across the bridge tei
seek.gafe'ly In the capital- Two splen-elimodern structures have'
built to replace the edd bridge

New

$13,OiiO
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BRITISH COLUMBIA'S
LFAD PRODUCTION.
Vancouver, B. C, Dec. 24. This
year load production In this province amounted to 30,000 tons the
value according to New York prices,
les 10 per cent, a mounts to $3,fn0,-000- .
Tim total production cf lead in
this country up to the present reaches 220,000 tons valued at $18.mmi,ooo.
Tho prospects for next season look
very brli;ht as a very large increase
ii 4.he ore tonnage is expected.
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high-grad-

Janee

"
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MINING
MERGER IN NEVADA.
Tcw York. Dec. 24. By the merger
op the. Green water and
Valley, tho United Greenwater and the
IK-at- h

(rreoirater mining properties. In Nevada, the new corKrat ion established

SENATOR STONE APPROVES

lodav with

a,

capitalization

takes over some
mines in the world.

of

of the

SIXTY DAYS IN JAIL FOR
STEALING

A

-

j

BANK

.,!,..

s

Kansa.-- ,
City,
21. United
le
States Senator Stone' believes that
President Roosevelt did right in ells negro soldiers
at
the
charging
llrownsville-- .
"I am glad to have an;
opportunity to say so, but I wish to
be tindeisteiod right," he declarel last

t

BRAKEMAN

t

.
"I have not looked into the
b'gal phase of the matter. I am net
ready to give an opinion on that. But
so far as sentiment is concerned in
the offense Itself, I am in hearty
favor ef the step taken by President
Roosevelt and Secretary Taft."

night
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John Day, a brakeman on the Zuni
Mountain railway, was brought to a
local hospital this morning suffering
from numerous bruises received at
Thoreau Saturday night by a fall
from the top of a log train. The
train had Just arrived at Thoreau
from Ketner. lhiy had an uncertain
fooling on a head of Iegs, when the
engine gave a sudden jerk, pereipitat-inhim to the freiztn ground. Tho
tho tracks
fact thn lie? fell
inste-aof on them is all that saved
his life', as no eine saw him fall. It
was some time alter the accide nt that
be was pie ke d up by eine- of his fellow
He lay uneouscieus sevtrainmen.
However, us no Mines
eral hours.
wirebroken and the injuries are f
an ixternal nature, the doctor says

TO LECTURE

31

HERE DEC.

PROF. GOTTHARD DEUTSCH WILL
OFFER "GLIMPSES FROM ORIENTAL AND RUSSIAN
GHETTOS."

Prof. Gollhard Deutsch, professor
ef history in Hebrew Unloa College,
Cincinnati, Ohio, will lecture at the
temple on Monday evening,
31.
His theiut- - will be
"Glimpses from Oriental and Russian
wil be illusGhettos." Tho
trated by fine stereeiptie an views. Ne
admission fee will be charged and the
gene ral public is invite-eto hear the
who is said to
be a i erson ef much Intellectual
enjoys the'
The
eliKtiiie-tioliving
of being the oleb-s- t
thai ho will MiffeT no permane nt
race and Is
historian of themil ie'S iis H result.
one- - ef the editors of the Jewish
today touched Hi
ment thernHjniete-one of the most gigantic
POULTRY
weirkrt ever Uiidi rtak-degrees, t he colde'bt by 10 degree-- of IOWA STATE
veill In- at Tcinide Al
SHOW OPENED TODAY.
The
the fceasem. Freezing weather is reSeventh and West Gold
24. At
the
Ia.. Dec.
ported as far south as Tampa, Fla..
the hour will be 7:30 ei'clock. A
State.- poultry snow wnicu eipen- where 28 degrees are' reported. The b,H
i
, .1
l,5im ex- - large and appreciative ainlie tice will
today
ot
doie'-appear
erect illould wave extends over the eastern
ls. Pries to the value if $l,OO0, -Prof
half of the southern tta'.ej.
ai. U ing eiffereit.
d

'

-
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INJURED!

SEVERELY

4

WILL HARDIN, POLICE CHARACT-ER- ,
GETS OUT OF JAIL AND
THEN BACK IN.
a notorious
police
Will Hardin,
known as "Whisky Bill,"
was eiven sixtv elavs in the county
jail by Judge Crawford this morning
for entering the house of Mary Judd,
aged mulatto woman, who swore he
aiolo a enisll savings bank in which
she had accummulated a snug little
She resides in a
sum in Havings.
lit t Us Bbanty on north Third stne-between Oopper and Tijeras.
Mrs. Judd, who Is a hard working
old lady, is familiarly known among
horn she does
her cunuwiwrs for
While she
washing ;u "Grandma."
was absent from br alst.le on Sunday afternoon Mine- one entered and
ransacked the place in search for a
she was believed to
um of uieli-When
have, nmretid in the house
returned the bouse was in confusion aud the bank w:s missing.
attached t' Hardin who was

ACTON

SOLDIER

NEGRO

c

,

COLD WEATHER IS REPORTED

g

-

OUR TRADE WITH
ICELAND HAS INCREASED.
New York, Dec. 24. Advices re
cedved fn.m Reykjavik, Iceland,
inti-ina-

FROM THE EASTERN STATES

tc

that the natives of that country are taking steps te bring about
the' direct imMrtatien
of American
goods, iiiotead ef by way of the Hrit
ifh ports as heretofore. The imports!
fi in America
petroleum'
arretted liy the police.
He U alto wheat, sugar and tobacco, have large Htirdla is a :'eur.
eluring lee eut, ye ars and
sicllier tad. the police say. Last Mon- ly iiicreas.-day &e wu lelcascd from tho county it is thought that the trade could !
term f r pirklug eoi. .1. raldy improved with cheated
jail after iervitt
eiii-ct tiaiisisntaiioii,
(Kets
i

-

prufe-ssei-

r

-

Dee. 21. The coldest
rne winier came ieiay,
went down to
be n t he- thermometer
,i, .,,,,...
l, .... ,lorihwest wind
jllt, W,,;iy n.ilcs pe r hour adde-e- l
discomfort.
Florida Orchards Endangered.
Atlanta, Ga.. Dec. 21. The govern
N w

York,
ei

w

espe-ciall-

d

l

!

Sus-piciu-

,

-

,.

d.

Dan-ielso-

COAL DEALERS SUE THE
RAILROADS FOR DAMAGES
Omaha, Dec. 24. J. E. Woodward
& Ce., coal dealers, operating mines
at Dletz, Wyo., this morning brought
suit for $20.0ou against the Burlington

Railroad company for coal alleged t
have been confiscated recently, anel
secured from the federal court a tem
porary injunction against further confiscation by that company.
,

FIREMEN'S STRIKE DOES NOT
EXTEND WEST OF EL PASO.
Oakland, Cal., Dec. 24. The system of tho Southern Pacific, composing lines west of Kl Paso and Ogdon
and south of Portland, has not been
affected by the lejcqraotjve fltemon'a
The ultimatum "given' by
strike.
Grand Master Hanrahan,' of the locomotive firemen's brotherhood, applleM
to the Atlantic system east of El
Paso.
Local Tall road officials say
that they do not look for a spread of
the strike, as. the troubje U to p. grfat
extent' local and ifl ict primarily a
question of. wages or hours.
FRENCH AND AMERICANS
IN NEWFOUNDLAND.
St. Johns, N. F.. Dec. 24. The
bait laws pre being protested against by the French of St.
Pierre, who have allied themsedves
with the Americans living on the
The pew shipping ordinances
gazetted In St. Pierre grant free
entry to vessels of all nationalities
bringing bait there, reduce to a great
extend the tonnage dues on all ves-s('seeking bait and grant to Americans the right to fish for herring In
the waters ef St. lMerre on the condition that
of the crews of
such vessels be composed of St.
Pierre men. The declining prosperity of the French island is the reason
Owing te the
for these conce'ssiems.
falling fishing Industry more than one
thousands of the Inhabitants of St.
Pierre Immigrated te Quebec quite recently.
New-foundla-

ls

one-thir-

BEN

d

WILLIAMS UPHOLDS
OFFICER WHO SKID00EO

Williams, chief of the Santa Fe
w rvlco for thn itlo Graude
division, stated this morning that lie
placed little credence in the publish
ed report that former Special Officer
Nolan of th.s Santa Fe had rtbbeel
Sanchez, a native, of $25 In
a rooming heust. at Las Vegas last
Saturday night.
"Nolan weirke'el for the company
there for some time," said Mr. Williams, "and so far as 1 know he always bort a goeni reputation. When
he- - told me of the inhe arrived
currence and denied that he vul taken the; money. He left Las Vegas because he had
relieved ef duty
there, and had been called in.
"The native, according to the newspaper story, simply asse-rtethat Nolan took his money anil produced no
evidence to show that he did."
Nolan is in Albuquerque
at this
time-- .
Citizen.
Mr. Williams bring his
Then t
Vegas, as he would
back to
do if the man were wanted for stealing money from the Santa Fe, aael
see how he would fare. It Is exceed
ingly unjfortunatee for the innex-en- l
Mr. Nolan that he was "called in"
tinil le ft teiws Just as a charge had
inaele agaiust him for theft.
P-- -n

I

GREAT SCHWAB

Minneapolis. Dec 24. Eight killed
injured ar the total
and twenty-fou- r
casualties resulting front a collision,
or a southbound passenger train on
the St. Paul road w(th a switch engine near Enderline, N. D.. yesterday
morning.
Of the Injured, fourteen
were seriously hurt and ten slightly.
The revised list of the dead is as
Backus, Bergen, N. I.;
H. J. Volkertng, Annamo9, N. D.;
Tony Glenn, Velva. N. D.; D. J. Beres-forMedicine Hat, Canada: Herman
Rosenbaum, Velva. N. D.: W R.
Sheldon, N. D.; Nels Hanson,
Kenmare, N. D. ; Ole Thompson, Star-buc-

e

mid-wife-

CAW AGAINST DEALING
IN FUTURES SUSTAINED
Washington, Dec. 24. In deciding
of Gate wood against the
the
state of North Carolina, in which
Gate wood was prosecuted for keeping
a bucketehop in Durham, the supreme
court of the United States today in

MAY

Establishment Reported Head of Church Says No More Not Extend West of EI Paso As It
Deaths But Had Murdered
.Is Not About Either Wages
Concessions Are Possible From
20 New Born Children.
or Hours.
Church to State.

mid-wif-

''''

SOUTHERMPAC!FIC

SYMPATHY

POPEJFOR

Action of North Carolina Court
Against Bucket Shops
Is Sustained!

CHATANOOGA

4

WITH

MURDER OFMANY

Kinriley, Ohio, Dec. 24.

if.

10

THE RAILWAYS

Will

DECIDES AGAINST SHIPP

..tv

USUAL AMONG

IN FRANCE IS

STEELWORKS

Ohio Common Pleas Court
Decides Case Should Be
In Probate Court.
SUPREME

ACCIDENTS AS

CHURCH

PURCHASE FOR

J'

The Evening Citizen, In Advance, 9 per yur.
Delivered by Carrier, 60 cent per month.

1900.

JAPAN MAKES

TECHNICALITY

in

124.

r

s

i

ttu-l'e-

are-lul-

-

-

he-r-

be-e-

DO

THEY WANT
NOLAN

AT LAS VEGAS

Shown tho above story cllped from
The Laa Vegas Optic of Saturday, Mr.
Williams de'eiare-- this meirnlng:
"I huve no authority tee arrest
If tho Ijis Vegas autheiritie-- s
want thi! iiK'n arreste-- ainl notify me
that they nave a warrant for him. 1
will see that he returns there- tei face
the- - charge.
"So far as I can 8ee or have be e n
able- to
the native, Sanchez,
hi m of
the money. If
the re has be en any warant issued l'r
N'olun it has not bee-ceimmunicated
to me.
"If tlie-- want Nedan at Las
1. i tin-iissue u warrant for him ami
I
will elii my duty, but it would be
folly for mo to take- - the man l:ik
t
ttu-iwholly upon the
of
the native which, so far us I know, is
d

Nei-la-

-

s

slrte-iiie-n-

mi u;iporle d."

iMMWtMIM

nesses. and promised to lay the
tor before the grand Jury, and,
dlctments wrre found, to prosecute
the guilty parties to the full extent
rMU4 tslly m Wssklj fry
that the law allowed. About a dozen
Tfce Citizen Publishing Company witnesses
were produced before the
district attorney, and the only thing
for tewamMaa Omit Ik lhat any one of them would testify to
Ixnrint? Uwm the suhjet was that h
hail heard it retorted that certala 11
legal acts had been committed at the
time and pl.ioe referred to. The dls
triet attorney laid the matter before
the grand Jury, however, and pro- duced witnesses as long as that body
OfflaJkl Paper of Bernalillo County would examine them. The charges
m4 City of Albuquerque.
were dismissed as having no evidence
whatever to supKrt them. The ap
Fran AftorM DlipitchM.
parently indisputable facts are that
Urprt Cltj ln4 CtT ClrcalitlM.
the ballots were fairly cast and fairTk lrrwt Nnr Mulct ClrcalitlM.
la'ITMt N.rtti.rt Arlr.ni C'fulltl.. ly counted in San Antonio precinct,
and that the ballot-bowas placed on
a table against
a window, through
which every vottr passed his ballot.
and could see it deposit.',! if he cared
to do so.
Mint
if In

TUE EVENING CITIZEN

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
WANTED.
WANT10O Plain cook, "man or wo-.aif; for farm. Matthews' Dnlry.
WANTED At once a competent Klrl
general house work. Apply 616 On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Kele'hcr avenue.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REH.
o to P.
WANTED pimple to
CEIPTS, as low
$10

f'r

purchases will

YOUR satisfactory

to
you, both in QUALITY
and PRICE if bought at

H.

Parts

Ralph Taschrr left last night for
Chicago, where he will spend the va
cation with his mother.

Howard

Leaves For

will represent

Unknown-To-

ok

All

Alvarado

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.

The Tluta Kappa Delta sorority
gave a delightful dance nt the Elks'
lodge room last night in honor of SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Last wot k it was mused about their new members, Misses Hcsselden
town that C. H. Howard had loft town McLaughlin and Knowltun. A large
in a manner not at ail creditable to number of the students of tlu Uni- Full Set of Teeth
$6 U If
himself, snyg tho McKlnley County versity and of their friends in the Gold Crowns
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
11
Republic? n. At first there was some city were present.
Painless Extracting
50c Xf W
reason to believe that there wa8 an
excuse or that be would soon return
A tit bating team consisting of Ralph
with a reasonable explanation of his Tascher, Kirk Hrynn and Frank Peavy ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.
trip, but as he did not return'and is has challenged the Freshmen de
not likely to. When he left he had haters. The latter team is composed
several hundred dollars belonging to of R. A. Haldwln. Clarence Heald and
Mrs. Howard, some of this money Frank Light. From the Joint debate
was in cash .and some in paper. He to le held after the holidays, a Vartook the cash, but because of the sity team will be selected to isue or
precautions taken by Mrs. Howard accept challenges for a debate with
Ihe parrrs were made worthless.
other institutions.
b. f. r.npp.
Howard recently bought out the
The New Mexico Interscbolastic ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
Irvine market, and paid for it with Oratorical association will hold Its an
mony beloneinc to Mrs Howard, her mial contest at Las Vegas, Friday, De
fllOnPV nnPratOil the Kitoin.iuj n n,t na crmber 28. The following are the con"
the market was virtually hers she testants and their subjects:
will continue the business as heretoMr. Taylor, A. & M. college. "Shall
TO MAKE MONEY?
fore. The present whertabouts
of Political Corruption Continue?"
Howard are not known and no effort
Mr. Comstock, Las Vegas Normal
has been made to locate him. When University. "True Americanism."
he left he went to Wingate on a
Mr. Emmons, University
of New
If you do write the Occidental Life
horse, the horse was returned and Mexico. "Political Integrity."
Insuraace Co. for full particulars of
Howard went east on the train.
Mr. Clark, Las Vegas high school. their Inducements to energetic men
Mrs. Howard wishes to announce "The Money Power."
and women to sell Its new guaranteed
to the customers of the market that
Miss Winters, Gallup High School. dividend policy. Some of our salesshe will conduct the business person- "Successful Failures."
men are making $200 a week. Why
ally and wiil give the best service at
high school. can't you do it? Perhaps you can if
Mr. Roberts, Raton
her command. Mrs. Howard's stand in "American Heroism.' '
you will try. We want a hustling rep
this matter shows courage and the
Miss Schreiber, Albuquerque high resentative in every town in New
market will be as successful under school. Subjct to be announced.
Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
her management as it was under the
Tlie first three constitute the higher quick schemes or gift enterprises but
man who operated it on her money institution division and the last four, a straight out and out guaranteed
for a few weeks and then left her the high school division. One first hon- contract from start to finish. Kasy to
with the business on her hands.
or, and one second will be awarded in talk, easy to sell and honest in every
each division.
particular.
The Judges on thought and compos I
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
tion are Rev. N. F. Marshall, Carls- New Mexico aad Arizona, home office
bad; Prof. J. H. Vaughn, Roswell, and Albuquerque. N. M.
Dr. W. E Garrison, Santa Fe The
Judges on delivery will be. selected on
Postoffice Eitablished.
Cure for Sore Nipples.
As soon as the child Is done nurs
A postoffice has been established at the first dav of the meeting of the
f
ing, apply Chamberlaia's salve. Wipe
' House, Quay county, to be served educational association
It off with a soft cloth before allowfrom Tolar, sixteen miles to the
RF.AD ALL THIS.
ing the child to nurse. Many trained
south. Lucie J. House has been apnurses use this with the best results.
pointed postmaster.
A postoffice
has been established You Never Know the Moment When Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
This Information May Prove
all druggists.
at Vicksburg. Yuma county. Arizona,
of Infinite Value.
to be served from Salome, twelve
It is worth considerable to any citiNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
miles to the east. Victor B. Sclter-dah- l
zen of Albuquerque to know how to
has ben appointed postmaster.
United
bo cured of painful, annoying and Department of the Interior,
Postoffice Discontinued.
States Uuid Office.
The postoffice at Jewett, San .luan itching pile. Know then that Dotin's
county, has been discontinued, the Oitment is a ixxsitive remody for all
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. V). IDOfi.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
mail addressed to that point to be iUihicss of the skin, for piles,
etc. One application
relieves lowing-nameclaimant has filed nosent to Frultland in the future.
Assistant Superintendent of Pujlic and ftooihiw. Ho:d this tetiimony of tice of his intention to make final
;
its
merit
proof
support
in
Instruction Appointed.
of his claim under
J. H. Cross, of D2:! South First sections lti and 17 of the act of
Governor Hagerman today appointemployed
3,
street,
1KU1
in
March
Santu
(26
Fe
the
ed Professor J. E. Clarke, formerly
Stits.. 854), as
superintendent of public schools in shoim, la the mill department, ways: amended by the act of February 21,
lugs
"Exposure
sitting
damp
tsttj
on
Albuquerque, as assistant superinand
t'7 stats., 470). and that said
proof will be made before the pro-- '
tendent of public Instruction In this and oold wont's while In the mounago,
some
brought
tains
territory, the appointment to become
three months
oate cierk at mh Lunas. N. M.. on
on itching hemorrhoids.
More com- January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav
effective immediately.
monly
piles.
ez
Willie
they are culled
de Otero, for the Small Holdiag
Member Territorial Board of Educaiiol severe or serious they were very Claim No. 2547, situate In Sec. L'fi, T.
tion Appointed.
I
7
N.,
annoying
put
anything
R. 2 K.
off doing
and
(Governor Hagerman this afternoon,
get relief until compelled to. I
He names the following witnesses
appointed Brother E. Ix'wis (George to
finally procured Doan's Ointment. The to prove his actual continuous
adJ. Crosby), director of St. Michaels
gave relief ami in a verse! possession of said tract for
college, as a meralier of the territor- first application
I
I
twenty years next preceding the surtimo was practically cured.
ial board of education, vice Professor short
have great confidence in this remedy vey of the township, viz:
J. E. Clark, resigned.
I
for what it did for me.
never
Francisco Aragon y Haca. of Ijos
used anything which wu--s so soothing Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon.
I
and healing.
recommend it to othOrona. Qulrino Samore, of Per- NO ELECTION FRAUDS
ers and know they will not be disap- alta, N. M.
pointed) in thy results if they give it
Ay person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
IN SOCORRO COUNTY a trial."
Fer sale by all dealers. Price f0 or who knows of any substantial rea-soCo., HulTaJo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
under the laws and regulations
At the opening of the present term! New York, sole agents fir the United of the Interior department why such
the name Doan's proof shmild not be allowed will be
of district court for Socorro county,' States. Remember
11
givea an opportunity at the above
and ta.ke no other.
interested parties called District At-- ,
mentioned time and place to cross
tornty Wolford's attention to the re-- ! The Albuquerque
Junk company examine the witnesses of said claimleated reMrts tlwt gross election 0t South Second street,
pays cash ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
frauds were jierpetrated at the late
old furniture, old clothing, iron, of that submitted by claimant.
election In San Antonio precinct says for
paper rags,
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the Socorro Cheftian. The principal bra.ss, coipper, zinc rubber
Ia fact all kinds of secRegister,
charges w re that numerous ballots bottles, etc.goods
ond band
'mall Holding Claim No.
and Junk. Send us
47.
known to have been cast did not
K)stal. Will call. Everything
has a
to have been counted, and that value. Old
buildings, mac hinery, bug- In Praise of Chamberlain's Cough
was placed in a dark
the ballot-boRemedy.
room where the voter could not see gies, wagons, etc., bought for highest
price.
Tin re is no other medicine manuh
his !.allot deposited. Mr. Wolford
o
factured that has received so much
told tne parties to produce their wit
A Citizen Want ad does the work. praise
and so many expressions of
--'latitude
as Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy.
It
effective, and prompt
relief follows its use. Grateful rar-ct- s
everywhere do not henitute to
testify to its merits for the benefit
of others. It is a certain cure for
croup anj will prevent the attack if
Kiven at the first apiearance of the
disease. It is especially adapted to
children as It is pleasant to take aad
contains nothing injurious. Mr. E. A.
Humphreys, a we'll known resident
and clerk in the store of Mr. E. Ick
AT.of Alice. Cape Colony, South Africa,
says: - have used Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy to ward off croup and
I found it to be
colds In my family.
vry satisfactory aad it gives me
pleasure to retconimeud It " For sale
')' all druggists.

f
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Christmas Gift
With Every $5 Purchase
--

LAMGER'S STORE
303

SOUTH FIRST

ST. COR. SILVER

AVENUE

Our ROUGH DRY worit don't have
to be washed over. Imperial l.auu-dr-

y

Co.

Owiag to the necessity of closing out the s. ason s stock, and by
virtue of small rentals, we will sell our full line of Gentlemen's and
Ladies' furnishings at prices beneath those of the bis Mores Over
coats and Indies' suits and jackets at extra special rates.

NO SHORTAGE
GAS COKE,
OF
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMICAL.
EXCELLENT FOR
OPEN
GRATES, $6.00 PER TON.
W. H.
HAHN & CO.

MOTT'S
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1
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Every Article Guaranteed

PILLS

PENNYROYAL
!m v ii

u

tii 4'll

in

bo
ur:inri.
In mull
iiwll
MOTT C LtiMlCAL JO..!"'14
FOR GALE bY
o ANN & KON.
a

1

shoe repair

s

$200.

Capitol and Surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

WANTED

Teams The Santa
Fe
Copper Mininu Co. wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes. All good teams
making application will be given
work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
AGENTSWANTED.
WANTED Agents, canvassers,
mixers, peddlers, strtet men, solicitors,
mail order people?, etc., should buy
Kramer's Hook of Trade Secrets.
Regular price ?" but balance of last
edition is being sold for $1.25 as
long as they last. Every person
who Is cut of employment can make
more out of this book than a person
in ordinary business can on a capital of $10,000. Order quick. Sioux
Pub. Co., Sutherland, Iowa.
Gold

&

(TO

Facilities.

U4
and

OFFICERS AND DIRTJCTOKS
8ulomon Luna, President; W. S. 8trlckler, V. P. and CashierJohnson, . sst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge,
mon r.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
Cro-jwe-

DEPOSITORV

FOR THE ATCHISON, TQPEKA

&

Solicits

-

w J

Solo--

'

"

ll.

SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Crom-we- ll

ALBUQUERQUE,

OfrCrffS

NEW MEXICO

AND DIRECTORS

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Harnette Building,
over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
'phone 238. Appointments made by
mall.

President
vice President
CaBhier

Assistant Cashier
Director

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m.
Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
'
DR. D. E. WILSON
10,

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, 1150,000.00.

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Rooms

SAVINGS

Of

XiZXXU

E. W. Dobso l.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
Hock, Albuquerque. N. M.
DENTISTS.

ON

With Ampla Means and Unsurpassan

POR TERFIELD CO.

Cash on Hand.

1

1906.

NEW MEXICO

e

Pharmacy

.ft

first-clas-

Cwrner Railroad avenue and strictly

We Sold the Snap

the

Professors Richards and Asplund
the University at the
association
minerswill Educational
which
meet In Enst I .as Vegas
Mecetnber Hi., 27. and 28.

ALBUQUERQUE

as
and as high as
Loans are quickly made and
private. Time:
On month
Broadway.
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates ere reasonWaNtEITo do your electrical
of every kind. Work guar- able. Call and see us before borrowing.
anteed. Reliance FJlectrlc Co.,
West Gold avenue
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED Help rurnisTieei and in7 Sttsnisnlp tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
ployment of all kinds secured
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
promptly. Call on, write or phone
1HQ
315 West Railroad Ave
noonnv
Colhiirn'a
PRIVATE OFFICES.
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
Open Evenings.
WANTED Your motors to Install
large or small. Work guaranteed.
Reliance Kleetrlc Co., 2H8V4 West
Gold avenu
Companion Good
VANTEI
home
On Sixth Street
for girl over 14 ye'ars, who desires
to go to school.
Address, "Woman
Staying Alone at Night," this office.
Now have a great snap in a
WANTED
Gentlemen's seconu-nan- d
ranch little cash needed; also
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
bargain in new brick resisouth of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
dence, close in, on
Lowlands.
WANTED Hids rur tbe construction
of hotel building at Helen, N. M.
Plans ran be seen at the office of
K. H. Cristy, architect,
Albuquer110 West Gold Ave.
que, N. M. The John Decker Company, Helen, N. M,
WANTED-Th- e
AllMiquerqTie
Jutik
CARDS
company, jot; South Second street, PROFESSIONAL
pays cash for magazines, o'.d books,
LAWYERS.
clothlng( harness, guns, revolvers,
watches, etc. We pay cash for anyIra M. BCna
thing aew or second hand. We buy
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
anything o." value.
U'AN TlTl Pe ientlem an or lady of fair N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
patents,
copyrights, caveats,
education to tri'v-- l for mercantile lands,
patents, trade marks, claims.
house? of 1: rge capital. Territory at letter
R. W. D. Bryan.
home o- - abroad to suit. Weekly
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquersalary of $1,0(10 per year .ind
que,
M.
Office, First National
Address Joseph A. Alexan- Hank N.building.
der, Albuquerque, N. M.
Daniel for

ing.

Prof. Cadhv will visit bis home In
Wisconsin for the next two weeks.

MONEY

DECEMBER 24,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN

UNIVERSITY NOTES

WITH WIFE'S

MONDAY,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

HUSBAND SKIPS

C.

evening citizen.

ALBUQIERQLjS

PAGE TWO.

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
JPaid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository lor Atchison,

Dentist.

Topeks

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

Occidental Life
Hldg., Cor.
Railroad avenue and
Broadway. Albuquerque, N. M. OfBO
fice hours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
Colo. Phone, 129.
FOR. REN'l
PHYSICIANS.
New
house,
modern. 618 North Sixth street.
Dft. R. L. HUST.
FOR RFNT Nicely lurinshed rooms
Office, 6 8. N. T. Armijo Bldg.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
with board. 122 North Sixth street.
Tuberculosis
treated with
FOR RENT Nicely turn.slied room;
Electrical
Current and
gentlemaa only. 723 West Copper Germicide. Treatments given each
CAPITAL
$100,000.00
day from 8 a. m. to
p. m.. Trained
SURPLUS
AND
PROFITS,
22,000.00
FOR itE.N I' Three-roofurnished nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
house, with bath, close in. No. 108
UNDERTAKER.
John street.
Interest Paid on 'i Ime Deposits
Auto, 'phone ZJ.
Colo., Red 115.
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts cf the Wor..
F'OR RENT F'ront rooms lor light
housi keeping; rent reasonable. Ap- Commercial A. BttRDPRS
Club Uuildine. Black
ply rear 52 WVst Railroad.
and White Hearse, $5.
FOR "RENT Furnl8hedroonia, with
We Want Your
ARCHITECTS.
hoard; terms reasonable. 415 South
Business
Edith street.
F. W. Spencer. Room 46 47. Barnett
F'Ol'rTlEN"r
FrnTsiiea' cot tage flats! Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
very reasonable. Apply at i iu Coal 'hones.
-- "
DIRECTORS
avenue, cast end of viaduct.
O. N. Idarron.
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
F'OR RENT Seveial pleasant, uerviy
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. a. strong.
Jay A. aubbs.
furnished rooms, with bath and
J. R. Farwell.
electric light. 519 North Second
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
stree't.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
y
KFJ.VI
A six
room
1'iitt
brick house, corner ef Seventh
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
street ami Tijeras avenue. Inquire
Office With W. B. Guilders 117 Went
at Lommori & Mattenccl, C24 West Gold avenue.
Titeras avenue.
A Western wonder.
F'OR RENT
Nicely furnished rooms,
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that's
$1 25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light twice as big as last vear. This won
W. L. Hill, who from a weight
housekeeping.
Minneapolis der is pounds
Tne
has grown to over 80.
House, 524 South Second street, of 90says:
He
"I suffered with a terrible
Albuquerque, N. M.
cough, and doctors gave me up to die
i OR SALE.
of consumption. I was reduced to 90
FTOR
I
began taking Dr.
701 pounds, when
SLE Good7 "gentle"
King's New Discovery for consump
South Higli street.
tion,
coughs and colds. Now, after
F'OR SAI.F, F'ine plauo, nearly ne'v.
taking 12 bottles, I have more than
315 S. Third street.
doubled in weight and am completely
F'OR SAI.F; A good span of horses, cured."
AND
Only sure cough and cold
surrey ami narness. iso. 523 F.ast eore. Guranteed
by all
druggists.
nuiiroau avenue.
we and 1. Trial bottle free.
F'OR SALE F"uniiture. at a suecial
discount from now until the n.i of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the year Star F'urniture Co, 214 Department
of the Interior.
West Gold avenue.
Unite!
States Land Office, Santa F. N. M.
FK)R SALE
Majority of stocklnes-tablisheNov. 27. 1906.
and paying retail busiNotice is hereby given that the
ness. Incorporated. Owner wishes
i
TV r
f a TJ - in
claimant has filed nonw"AO-to leave city. Address No. 1126,
ESTABLISHED 1873.
tice of his intention to make final Q
Dally Citizen.
proof in support of his claim under
FOTt "SALE "OR TRADE FIfter
sun lone 16
room house No. 724 South Second 3, 1S'.H (26 and 17 of the act of March
854), as amende
street for property In California. by the act ofStats..
21, 1893 (27
Write .luha Krick, 431 FTast Second Stats., 470) andF'ebruary
tliat said proof wi'l 1
street, Long Beach, California.
be made before Sl!v6tr
Mlrabal, U.
F'OR SAI.F; F'ourteen-root- n
bouse, S. Court Commissioner at San Rafae'. 2
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
furnished or unfurnished, electric N. M., on JiUiuary 5, VJ07, viz: Matia
light, city water. 315 S. Third St. Concho of Lagtina, N. M., for tii?
4 Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
Mrs. M a Sclmch.
Se'c.
SE
T. 10 N., R. 7 W. N.
V
in the Southwest.
SAI.F--F'OR
Hue combination mire' M. P. M
good fur .ill purposes.
He names the following witnesses
See F F.
Trotter.
to prove his actual continuous adFARM AND
F'OR SAI.F: - H re's the Miap, two verse possession of said tract
for o
ye'ars
tw::fy
next
(surpreceding
lots i bis,, in
the
aiy free anil lear
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 0
and will worth $s:,o. but lust offer vey ef the township, viz:
.losecito Ross, of Seaina. N. M.;
over $biii takes them. Albuquerque
Junk Coliipaiiy. r.lu'i South Second William I'aisino. of Casa lllanca, N.
M.: Martin Luther, of Cas-- i Blaica,
steet.
ay"
N. M , Ynmie p..
js, of Seama N.
F'OR SALE
will hell he" hesi-ping rooming boiisce in the city for M.
Any person who desins to protest
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
Itijjiiu.
Positively clearing over
$2,"iii.
Realty, buildings, furniture, against the allowance of said proof or
SHER.UAN WILLIAMS PAINT-Cov- ers
more. Icols best, wears the
etc., all riii s, or will pay some who knows of any substantial reason
longest, most economical; full measure.
young unencumbered woman fair under the laws and regulations of the
department
Always
in
interior
why
BUIIJJiNU
PAPER
jiroof
stock.
such
Plaster, Lime. Cement. Paint
saliry to manage sunn;. Albtiquer-qiieJun'
should not be allowed will be give-- ;
Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
ccuni any, 5ti6 South Second an
opportunity
at
the
street.
FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MtX.
time and place to crots examF'OR SALE Kancr..
c.tl. H. Kelley ine tiie witnesses of said claimant,
and sons having sold all their stock and to offer
in rebnttjel of
are now offering their fine stock that submittedevidence
by claimant.
ranch for sale. It is the best ImMANTEL R. OTERO,
proved ranch in the country. Has
Register.
two good wells, one of thera has
Small holding claim No. 1621.
windmill and surface tank. It is an
General Building Supplies
Ideal sheep range. Postofflce. Datll,
NURSERY PRODUCTS
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twenty miles west of Datll.
Both Phone
AND
FRUIT
SHADE
TREES,
Long Tennessee Fight.
Third and MarquetU
F'or twenty years V. L. Rawls of SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
Hells, Tenn., fought najul catarrh. He BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
writes-"ill,, swelling and soreness N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
THE
inside my nose was fearful, till I STREET.
began applying Hucklen's
Arnica
New Cure for Epilepsy.
Salve to th-- sore surface; this caused
J. B. Waterman of Watertown, O.,
the sureiis and swelling to
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"My
free delivery, writes:
n. . r to return.
..
Best salve in rural
(laughter, afflictisl for years with epiexistence. 2 5c at all druggists.
lepsy, was curej by Dr. King's New
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Roofing
Life Pills. She has not had an atMillinery Sale
At ii,,- grcatcHt bargains Albuquer- tack for over two years." Best body
que e,i saw, al Miss Laura M. cleansers and life giving tonic pills on
First and Marquette
Albuquerque, New Mexico
l.lllzs. 'n, South Second street.
earth. 25c at all druggists.
12,
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WAGES HAVE

1

88

4

PELL
ROOSEVELT
TREODORE
WAS AN ARDENT WOOER, 8AYS
MISS ROBERT 4E SAYS IT'S
BLACKMAILING

FORMED

FOR BRAZIL IMPROVEMENT
Is Formed For Sending
Jewish Immigrants to Various
Parts of the West.

Society

Dec. 24. Tho annual renort mt the board of trado on wages
and faoai of labor In the United
from
ItlneiM has been published
appears that the changes in
which
wagea airing the year rcsuitea in a
net reaction. The amount of de
cream however, measured in weekly
loss m wages, is very small, smaller
In fact than for the four preceding
years, while in the first half of the
nrescM rear there was, on tne wnoie
a decided upward movement. In the
four f?mr 1901, 1904, reductions in
tho rate of wages f coal miners
formed the predominant factor. In
1905 the wages in the industry con
tinned to decline, but there was an
importaat advance in the cotton trade,
and ware also rose in the nig iron
and lroa and steel manufacturing in
dustrii. The report goes on to say
"takiairiato account the various dates
at which the changes In 1905 came
Into operation the net decrease In the
years' wages bill due to tho changes
recorded in this report, may be rougn
ly estimated t $554,781. as compared
with a decrease of J4,5ti4,n7 in l'.tui
and $11,852,950 in 1902.' For the first
half of tjhis year $S32,52C work people
had a act increase In their wages, the
total Increase in all wages amounting
to $lSt,IOO a week and for the same
time the hours of work were decreas
ed by 41.902. The report winds up
by Btatiag that wages at present are
high aid food cheap.
iMMtea.

Special Correspondence.
New York, lXc. 24. If the nielo-Almdramatic utterances of .Miss
Robert, tho form or concert singer,
are proven, l neoooro Roosevelt t'eii,
23, whom sho Is suing for breach of
promise, was an ardent wooer.
Miss Robert declares that the name
sake and distant relative of the presi
dent pursued her for two years, pen
ned her torrid love epistles, threatened to commit suicide in the event of
their being separated, referred to her
as his "cuckoo darling," "little lump
of gold," "sweetheart forever," and
heart of a thousand joys.'
Three years ago fashionable society
In New York and' Philadelphia attended the wedding of young Pell and
Miss Florence Cramp, heiress to the
millions of the famous shipbuilding
family.
suit was
When the sensational
brought by Miss Robert. S. Osgood
Pell, Teddys brother, said that. Teddy's only knowledge of the woman
was gained when he took her about
town showing her property for rent.
H saiil that K. S. Cramp, his father- advised him to fight tho wo
man and prove her a blackmailer.
Toddy says Miss Robert looks "over
That young lady claims only
years ami modestly asserts that
her friends cannot believe she is over

GREAT NEW HAR

BOR FOR BRAZIL.

GANG

EI

it v

ROBERT.
favorite tables at fashionable restaurants, we enjoyed many automobile
rid s. and he took me frequently to
the theater. Of course, I became
deeply in love with him. For him I
abandoned niv musical career. When
I learned the truth, I decided to bring
the suit.
It is said that the wife of Teddy
Pell., with her father, has Implicit
faith in him.

e

FLORIDA'S MULLET EXPORTS DURNIG SEASON.
Tampa, Fla., Dec. 24. During the
reason just closed 3,516,400 pounds
of mullot and othe r fish were export-e- l
from the small fishing ports of
Puota Garda. The bulk of the:
went to Jacksonville, Savan
from which
nah and Charleston,
point
The
they were distributed.
:rew havo all been paid off and will
not resume work until January 1st.
Bottom tih is now leing extensively
taken all along the east coast and
part of the fleet is after Spanish
mackerel

ship-inenL- a

SURPLUS

RESERVE

AGAIN

BAILEY

RESTORED

APE TROUBLF-

-

All Kinds

OF HORSE THIEVES

mZ

ur Work
--

t rjgjll

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Face
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work
i

COLORADO

Paso Much Wrought Up Over
Threatened Epkemlc of
Typhoid Fever There

NOTHING

GANG OF HORSE
THIEVES IN COLORADO.

SMOOTH

Improvement Is Due Almost! Senator Brown Failed to
Wholly to Gain in
mcmber Little Ones
Cash.
In Will.

OPERATING

MEERSCHAUM
MINES IN NEW MEXICO.
New York, Dec. 24. The president

SITUATION

of the American Meerschaum and
Mining company, Louis M. Boyer,
has been visiting Sapello, near Sil
ver City, New Mexico, where the
company Is extensively
operating
Meerschaum mines. Today he stated
at a meeting of the company that he
was highly pleased with the results
of the past six months but complain
ed or the great difficulty in getting
supplies to the camp. If something
was not done during the winter
months he was afraid the output
effected. This
would be seriously
company is incorporated under the
laws of New Mexico to work the
Scpolite deposits of the Sapello, the
only known deposits of their kind on
the American continent or in the
world except of Asia Minor.

EASIER SENSATION

IS MUCH

IN

SALT

Financiers.

In

New York, Dir. 24 The Financier
says this week:
The official statement of the New
York: associated banks fully realized
early expectations and indicated an
entire restoration of the surplus reserve, after showing deficiencies in
each of the previous two weeks. This
improvement in bank conditions was
duo almost wholly to important gains
In cash; the loan account contributed
only moderately to such Improvement,
AMERICA'S FIRST TEA
showing but a small contraction.
CROP VERY LARGE.
The gain in cash was 16.12(1,800,
S.
C, Dec. 24. The End this amount almost, exactly corCharleston.
marketing of America's first tea crop responded with that which was estiis now in full swing, no less than mated upon the basis of the tracetwelve thousand pounds having been able movements of money during the
grown on a plantation
in Colleton week.
It may be observed that this
county, a few miles from here. Tea remarkable accuracy In the estimates
has been grown in Penhurst. at the was obtained because of the fact that
government experimental garden for tho data for the calculation was
the past two years at Suinmerville,
by the records of cash move-mintbut the product marketed now is
at the
a purely commercial ven-the first of
deposits . increased $1,587,,
.
..
Iiipo
It i l. ovnnriKm 1 I1QI FlOvr Vt'lll'
t,uuu,uoii ueiow
nearly
winch
V.
is
, 'i.11"11'
,11 J laihlT .
tJU'pML Will
the total of the gain In cash, less the
to le grown in a very large number necrease on loas, ana, mereiore, me
of plantations.
statemt nt made only a fairly good
proof.
The required reserve against
NORTHWESTERN MILLS
general deposits was augmented
CLOSED DOWN TODAY.
deducing which from the InSealtie, Wash., Dec. 24. All local crease in reserve to $:i.2so,!too sur
shingle mills have closed down here plus, against $1,61)9,050 d ficlency in
owing to the great scarcity of labor. (hp revlolls wej.k
'
'
it is so uiiucuii u, b:i
Computed upoa the b:isls of de
bt tho woods that the price of shlnglo- - rOHts lt,B8 thoBP of s lrt,5:ts.2M) public
gone
millmen
skyward
and
have
bolts
flldswhich, it may be noted,
found it Impossible to operate, - proaM(,
lt3tWom) (iurn). th,, w,.,.
Anfigure.
present
Ihe
profit,
at
with
,he gurpluB ,s $7,430,450. Loans were
j
"pen-the
for
ascribed
cause
other
rontracted only $483,000; it is
is the conditions as to the car p.,glnK tnat wlla
,n(,rmmiH
supply and the unsettled cond lions ui(latlon ,n ,hl. B(ock miiru t and the
recent
flixirts.
the
resultant from
heavy calling of loans by the banks,
to resume this Item showed so smull a decrease.
The mills are txpoctod
operations about February 15th.
The exce'gs of loans over deposits was
$55,534,5im), against $f.O,6o4.'.OHi
in the
OF
ANNUAL MEETING
pre vious week."
AMERICA.
OF
SCIENTISTS
The statement
ef the- clearing
Columbia University, Dec. 24.
bouse banks for the week shows that
leading
scientists
Klve hundred of the
the banks hold $3,280,900 more than
will assemble here from the legal reserve requirements.
of Anu-ricTnis
27 to January 2nd under is an Increase of $4,979,950, as comassociathe auspices of the American
pared with last week. The statement
tion for the advancement of science. follows:
dealing
A large number of societies
Ijf)aas,
decrease,
$1,027.13,30";
with scientific subjects are sending $413,000.
the
representatives and
IK posits, $971, 618, SOU; Inert use,
promises fo be the most important
of its kind ever hid.
decrease,
Circulation. $.".3,525,6imi
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The testator be'queaths all his property, valued at about $75,000, to his
twe children by his first and second
wife, Alice Brown and .Max Brown.
The children so specifically disinherited are Arthur, aged 7, and Mark,
aged 3 years.
The attorneys engaged by Mrs. Bradley's relatives in Salt
Lake decline to discuss tho will at
this time, but there is scarcely a
question that a contest will be Instituted, as much for the establishing of
their paternity as to secure a mono-tarconsideration.
This Is more
likely, as Mrs. Bradley is, or was a
few months ago. In possession of letters signed with Brown's name in
which the relationship with one or
both of the children Is acknowledged.
In one of these letters, written after
the birth of the first child, occurs the
quotation:
"Your blood with mine comlngled
yet shall mount the throne of kings."
The contents of the will has caused
a sensation in Salt Iike and givco
rise to severe criticism of the dead
lawyer. The document wag filed by
Max Brown, who is named as executor.

e

-

a

:

AFTER

$25,500.

FORMING
Legal tenders, $69,565,500; inert ase
COLONY IN CALIFORNIA. $1,439,300.
Negroes
this
24.
of
Oakland, Dec.
increase $4.
Specie, $176,627,600;
city have formed a Citizen's Progres- 687,500.
tosive dub which was incorporated
Reserve, $246,193,100; increase
day. They intend buying up a lot 126,800.
of land on' which they will build and
Reserve required, $242,912 2oo
colony.
form an
crease, $1,146,850.
incTtVjsc,
Surplus, $:!t280,90O;
DENVKK. COM)., NOV. 20, mot',.
979 950
States deposits, $7,430,-45o- ;
Seaod proposals in triplicate will be
received hero until 11 o'clock a. in.,
increase $5,32',0o0.
December 26. 1906, and then opened
The surplus this week compares
fir the purchase from r the I'nited with a deficit last week of $1,699,050.
States of standing timlx-- on the F'ort
A Miraculous Cure.
Wingato, N. M miitary reservation,
by II. M.
The following statenv-n- t
approximated)stimated at 68.138,000
board feet. The timber to be re Adams and wife, Henrietta, Pa., willmoved under substantially the regula Interest parents and others. "A mirtions governing similar 6ules by the aculous euro has taken place in our
homo. Our child had eczema 5 years
department ef agriculture.
Complete information and 11 uik and was proaouneed incurable, when
os application we read aoout Fllexiric Bitters, and
litis will be furalshe-r to quartermas- concluded to try it. Before the secto the undersigned
er, F'ort Wingate. United States re-- ond bottle was U takn we noticed a
and after tak-irves the riKlit to accept or reject change for the
NEGROES

ARTESIAN WATER

-

-

SOME IN MEXICO. any or all bids or any part thereof.
All the Envelopes containing bids to be mark- Mex., Dec. 24

ChrVuahin.
mine is th:s district are beingYaqul d "Proposal for Timber cs F'ort
f
Wing-iteReservation,"
and
"e
N. M.,
account
011
truafelctf mill the country is almost addressed, Col. C. A. H McC'uuley, C.
concerned
is
mining
us far as
Q li.
,w
t.ir Mcxkran soldiirs in small d.'but
country
If you want results in amortising,
u"t' jMitrolliug tne
taU
nmag I tti'is of Yaqu an- ranging trv iu Eveuin" Citizen a:it ad.

(Pueblo:
One of the smoothest
gangs of horse thieves that ever in
fested this part of the country is now
said to be sauntering across the east
ern portion of this state with some
good animals picked up at or near
Pueblo and Colorado Springs, as well
as others belonging to people In Park
county and other sections of South
ern Colorado.
Among their pick-uphere was a
fine blnck mare valued at $120 and
belonging to Dr. A. J. Monahan. This
animal was taken out of tho pasture
Some cowboys who
at the ranch.
saw the bunch down the valley state
that among their possessions was a
fine blooded horse with a docked tall,
believed to bo one of those that recently disappeared from Colorado
Springs and which are valued at several thousand dollars each.
It Is stated that quite a number of
good horses have disappeared from
the towns and ranches in El Paso,
Park. Pueblo, Fremont, Custer and
other counties of this region of late,
and it is now believed by the officers
that this Is a well organized gang of
thieves having their representatives
scattered over the regions in which
they have heen and where they Intend
The horses are without
to work.
doubt being taken east. probably
shipped from points in Kansa.s and
Nebraska, the shippers pretending to
be buyers. None but the best to be
found are taken. Bronchos seem to
be immune from theft.

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
c

I

3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

We Have No Competition

PASS CITY SUFFERS
FROM TYPHOID FEVER

In the Diamond Line

El Paso: The health board "and the
city council are taking very active
measures to have the city thoroughly
cleaned and all surface water removed. The typhoid fever scaro has Itee-very severe upoa the marke-- t gardeners ia the valley below town.
"The warning issued by City Physician Anderson against the use of
water or milk or raw vegetables is working great hardship
amoag the truck growers of tho lower
valley," said FJ. J. Hadlock. discussing
the typhoid fever scare last night. Mr.
Iladlock's truck garden. Just below
Washington wrk, on the county road,
Is one ef the largest in the valley.
"Our people havo over $2,000 worth
of celery alone that thep hoped to dispose of on the Christmas market, but
sot a stalk of it Is being sold. In
some unaccountable way the impression has been created In tho minds
of tho El Paso public that the valley
have Ix'en using the Oith
purposes.
of the city for
Nothing could be further from tho
truth. Nr is there a gardener In tho
valley using sewerage tainted water
for irrigation puiKises. So far as we
are concerned we get our water from
wells. It has been
four sixty-foo- t
analyzed and pronounced by competent chemists to be as pure as well
water ca be. As a matter of fact
the analysis Is almost identical with
the analysis of the mesa water in use
Our celery leels are irin F'l Paso.
rigated with this well water solely.
ater on
We do not even use river
them.

ofo

un-lill-

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

GEMS
On the Market

ran be seen la our show window marked out la I'laln figures,

15 Per Cent Less
than the regular Jewelers can buy it at wholesale. Not a yellow diamond In the house. We handle only perfect white diamonds and war
raated as represented or your money refunded.

I ELD
ROCanSEN
F
118 Railroad Avenue
Truat

Tht Man You

For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

THINKS THAT
PATRICK IS INSANE.
Tbat Albert T. Put-ricNew York:
has been driven Insane by the
terrific strain he has been under during almost five years in the. death
house In Sing Sing and in making the
most remarkable fight for his life f
any condemned man In modern
times, is strongly intimated by Governor Higglns, who has commuted his
sentence to Imprisonment for life.
Many letters, it is assertexi, have been
written to the governor recently by
Patrick, and it ia declared that the
wording of some f these leave little
or no doubt of the prisoner's Insanity.

GOVERNOR

-

n

'

s

Salt Ijiko City, Dec. 24. Had the
lato
Arthur Brown foreseen his death at the hands of Mrs.
Bradley, he could have deviBed no
more Ingenious retaliation than the
revenge contained in his
will. The document, which was written August 24, 190;, four months before Mr. Brown was shot down at
the Rjldgh in Washington, was filed
Saturday for probate.
"I do not devise, or give, or
anything to any of the children of Mrs. Anna M. Bradley," is the
language of it.
"I do not think any
child, or children born to Mrs; Anna
M.
Bradley is or are mine, but
whither such child or children is or
not I expressly provide that neither
r any of them shall receive anything
of my estate.
.M.
"I have never married Anna
Bradley and never Intnid to. If she
should pret nd that any such relation ever existed between us to lus
tily such Inference, i inct my exi rut loner to contest any claims of any
mav present and I direct
Nn
that hlle ri.,iv(, mihiiig from my

sup-pile-

M

Re- -

FAKE

Official Bank Statement Fully Offspring Declare They Will
Realizes Expectations of
tablish Their Paternity

si

YAQOIS

CHILDREN
RECEIVE

I

e go to press wo leara that the
machinery to drill the artesian weil
at Deming has been purchased ami
will arrive at an early date, says the
This, of course,
Deming draphlc.
me;ans that the actual drilling for artesian water here will sexrn be a
grantl reality.
Artesian water once
secured here will cause the country
to develop like the spreading of the
wild flames In an uncontrollable conflagration.
It will depend on tho depth and the
nature of the soil that will be penetrated In drilling as to the extent of
time it will take to find a well, it
wate r is struck at all, and It set nis
to be th general eipinion it will he,
possibly at a depth, not greater than
800 feet.
has a country that has as
7 liottbjs
he was completely
productive
rich
soil as is to In
and
mediblexxl
up
date
to
It's
cured."
west,
in
and
if artesian
found
the
Guarbuilding
tonic.
body
cine and
e
anteed. 50c and $100 at all druggists. water is gotten the rest can asily be
surmised.
Wi. tain
It is said that Emperor
of UKi'i
LESS DIKr, MOHE HEAT 56.00
punched the retiring iiriilster
.
' eult lire.
Possibly the mperor was PER TON. GENUINE GAS COKE,
lonlv giving him another decoration. W. H. HAHN & CO.
As

d

UNIVERSITY
TF AM TO COME WEST.
Now York, Dec. 24. The schedule
university
basket
of the Columbia
was
liaii team's western trips
today. They will mako
tour ff the western cities
loalng here on December 2S. dames
will lit played with the I'nivesity of
Wisconsin, Appleton Business college
of Illinois, and several of the lead-iuteams, including the Y. M C.
Central, and other?.
COLUMBIA

-

y

sur-slo-

GREAT SHORTAGE OF
RAW SILK IN AMERICA.
t.'W Tork, Dec. 24. There is a
;.riat shortage of raw silk In this
uoastry and things point to a still
rurtaer induction In the quantity,
lcuit year the world's production of
3,oo0,0un pounds
ilk vraa nearly
shorter than the previous year. The
rotanis for this year have not been
ooNed but from Europe, Japan
:uMl (Thin a come reports that the crop
will bo the wnallest for many years.

Our Prices

New York: Replying to President
Roosevelt's message concerning the
inundation of the Salton basin by the
Colorado river, for which the presi
dent held the California Development
company responsible. President Harriman, of tho Southern Pacific, proImpression
nounced the president's
that the California Development company is a Southern Pacific enterprise
to be erroneous. He added:
"The Southern Pacific had nothing
to do with the work or the opening
of tho canal. We are not interested
in Its stock and in no way control it.
We have lent It some money to assist In dealing with the situation.
"What the Southern Pacific company has done was for the protection
of the settlers as well an of its tracks,
but we have determined to move the
tracks onto higher ground, anyway.
of your message I
However, In vlf-am giving uuthority to the Southern
Pacific officers In the west to proceed
at once with efforts to repair the
break, trusting that the government,
as soon as you can procure the neces-saracongressional action, will assist
us with the burden."
It Is learned that renewed work on
shutting out the river has already begun.

fssi

'
--

prominent women and my family is
perhaps as good as that of Mr. Pell.
I am a direct
descendant from lmls
Henri Philliie, king of France, and
the. present. Due D'Orleans is my
fourth cousin.
"Teddy Pe'.l made love to m
for
lip
two ye ars, desperate love.
so soft that at times I bad 1o
Bdmonish him. It was kiss, kiss, kiss,
all the time he was around. We had

over the country and making attacks
on ranches,
mines and travelers,
wherever they get a chance. The government Is doing all in its power to
protect foreigners and its own people
but the Indians have quit making gen
eral warfare and are carrying on the
old war as banditti. It is confidently
hoped that the trouble with the Indians will be wiped out in the course
of twelve months a3 railways arc be
ing built through the country thus
enabling the government to stop the
depredations.

MAINE'S ICE CROP WILL
BE LARGE THIS YEAR
Portland. Ore., Dec. 24. It is ex
pectea that five or six hundred thousand toaa of Ice will lie cut for ship-mea-t
further south this year. The
ice crop is already good and operations have been commenced.

"

MISS ALMA

She says: "I guess Teddy will not
be so strong in his denials when I
produce hU letters In court. They
are dreams of passion. Many were
He alwritten after his marriage.
ways kept me uneler the impression
that he was unmarried.
"I denv that I have ever been a
chorus girl. My song reritala at the
Waldorf have been attended by many

E

A

are right

OPERATING

18.

CONGESTED
CONDITIONS OF JEWS
New York. Dec. 24. Leading Jew
in the country realizing the necessity
f ucltoa to relieve congested condi
tiona of the Jewish quarters in this
city, Chicago and other large cities
mot Saturday to discuss plans.
was decided to take all possible steps
to dirwt Jewish immigration to the
wost and with this object in view an
association was formed. No effort
will he tnu.de to encourage immigra
tion hot aJI poor Jews who arrive in
thid and other Atlantic ports w
have aa opportunity to go to cities
and towns in the eouth and west.
was decided to establish agencies and
liurvaas f information in New York
GalTWtuu, Texas, and other ports
REi-lEV-

S

Harriman Having Complied
With Request of President
Roosevelt.

in-la-

Portlaad, Me., Dec. 24. A company
has fcei incorporated under the laws
of thia state with an authorized Issue
of $li,MO,000 for the purpose of con
structlng and operating an extensive
harbor and docks at Para, at the
month of the Amazon river, for faci
lities the shipment of freight to and
from the interior of Brazil. Sir wm
Van I tamo Is president of the com
panr which is composed mostly of
The federal
New Tork financiers.
goreraoieot of Drazil has given the
oniiay a concession for their opera
tion
tho Para river at Para, opposite the island of Marajo. Para is
one ot tho principal commercial centres in north Brazil, and has a popu
lation of 150,000 persons. The syndi
cate baa been granted the exclusive
rights to impose port dues on all ves
M'la entering the harbor.
TO

MQk THREE.

OK COLORADO

ACTION.

a

Some Have Increased But the
Net Result Has Been
a Decline.

big companyTs

CITIZEN.

WORK W
President's Namesake Sued
By a Buxom Concert Singer
E

IN ENGLAND

L
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AFFIDAVITS

k

Kmc of All Cough

Medicines.

E. O. Ca.se, a mall eerier of
Canton ('enter. Conn., who has been
Mil.

ALSO DEALER IN

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

HENRY WESTERFELD

207 Rallrtad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
service for about sixteen
"We have trl;d many
wars,
croup,
Chamtut
oui.ii medicines for
Haiti's Coug'h Remedy Is king of ai!
MAUSARD MILLS are paying 11.40 PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
:,m
every
to
tlmu.
bo relied Uon
ooe
i
IJA.(J OINTMENT la guaranteed to
Wi. also find It the best remedy t:: per 100 pounds for good clean wheat.
S3 pounds of cure any case of Itchlug, Blind, Uleed-tauiis and cuius, giving certain re- and give in exchange
flour for 123 pounds of wheat, Ing or Protruding 1'ilea in 6 to It
ts and leaving no had after
"
days or money refunded. 50c.
F. O. U, Albuijueniue.
I'oi s.K- l.y all druggists.
in t lit;

I'.

S.
says- -

lst

e
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CITIZFN
Nekly.

STRICKLER,
de-Tit-.

(Ion expenses, of the referendum and the Initiative, and
of Ihe recall, In some one form or another, are not up for

discussion ?nd determination.
In 1S9I the

The Citizen Publishing Company

nimber of organizations devoted to the

of municipal questions was 44; in 190t!
This is a wonderful growth In twelve
years, showing how the American people are awakening
to the demands for good city government.
consideration

W. T. McCRCIGHT,

Business Manager.

thy aie
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SOME MINERAL REPORTS

Colorado papers are ably urging that the coming
The t'nltod Stab 8 RPolonical survey has Issued press legislature of that state shall make an appropriation for
bulletin 260, tolling of the mineral productions of this a stale fair. The New Mexico legislature should do bo
country In the year lJtuS.
The aforesnlil bulletin. re by all means.
leased today, contains anions mnih more the following
items selected by The Citl7tn:
HOW JOHN SHARP WILLIAMS
In 1905, for ihe seventh time, the total value of our
mineral production exceeded the enormous sum of $l,0u(i,
SURPRISED ALGERIAN PRINCES
HM).0n0.
The ex.wt fiuures for l!Hi5 are I1.C23.877.127, as
19"H.
As heretofore
compared with $1 .3iu,SS3.554 In
000000XCOOCX0
iron and coal are the most important of our mineral pro
The reputation of John Sharpo Williams, the minorducts.
Is too firmly esity leader of the bouse, as a story-telleThe product rn of Kold in the I'nlted States increased tablished to need any comment. Whenever he get
from 3.tn.72 ounces, valued at $SO,s:t5.fi48,,, In 1!i4, 10 started In that direction nn Impromptu audience is al4.2G5.742 ounces, valued at ISX.1S0.71 1 in lflii.-- an Increase ways sure to assemble.
However, he is careful to avoiu
of 355.013 ounces in quantity and of $7,34.".ot;; in value. putting too much humor in his speeches di llvered on the
The production ;f silver Increased In quantity from .".V floor of the house, as experience has proved that a
101 ,5!t4 ounces in lltor,, a
H9!t,8H4
ounces In 1!"4. to
statesman with ambition cannot afford to be known ns u
gain of I'M, 730 ounces; but it increased in commercial mirth provoker. Here is a story told by Mr. Williams
in 1!04 to $34,221,872 in l!Ki. a yesterday to a s leet coterie of friends:
value from $.12.o:j.-,,37The production of copper inert ased
ain of $2.1St'.,5'.t4.
"Years ago, when I was a student at Florence,
from 812. 537.2117 pounds, valued at $10.r.(12!l,84r,, jn l!t04. Italy," he began, "a certain duke, whose name has es
to ol,!lii7.M3 pounds, valued at $139,795,710 In l!n3. an caped my memory for the moment, gave a swell ball.
increase of 89,37o,,")7tj ixmnds in quantity and of $34.1'If.-87- In some way myself and several other
in value. The production of lead in l!Hu was 3"2.ithi received invitations.
Hefore starting for the duke's
l
short tons, as against 307.ooo short tons in 1904 and
place, I was Informed that a distinguished Algerian prin
short tons in 1903. The value of the production in cess was to be at the ball. She was said to be creating
1905 was $28.i!9i,MHt, as compared with $2j, 402.000 in quite a sensation in the city, and, naturally, I had some
1904, and with $23,520,000 n 1903.
The production of curiosity to see her.
line in 19o5 showed an Increase in quantity as compared
"Arriving at the duke's palace, I beheld a very dark- with 1904, 1903, 1902 and 1901, the production Ix ing 203,-84- skinned lady, with thick lips, who was pointed out to
short tons, a.i compared with 18ti.7o2 short tons in me as the d.stingulsnecl Algerian princess. Kverybody
1904, with 159.219 short tons in 1903. with 15C.927 shoit was talking Italian and I could understand very little
tons in 1902, and with 140,822 short t ins in 19ol. The that was going on. My suspicions were aroused, how- value of the zinc production in 1903 was $24,054,182, as rver, and edging my way close up to the
royal
compared willi $18,670,2(0) in 19o4. with $1.'.,7 17.955 in personage, I whispered.
1903, with $14.25.59fi in 1902. and with $11.25.7tiO i"
'Say, nigger, what, part of the south are you

X000000000CK0

r

H

fellow-student.-

s

2S2.-(KK-

1901.

"Her royal hignness turned on mo with a surprised
look ami replied:
Ts from South Carolina, boss, but
TRUE CHRISTAWS SPIRIT
give
me
away.'
please
don't
pleasant-facecar,
arms
her
A
woman en'ered the
I
didn't." Washington I.ftter.
She sat down beside
being almost filled with bundles.
an acquaintance, who said to her: "Why don't you make 0000XXX)X)0XX0000XXX)X)X)0
the stores deliver your goodd?" "Oh," replied the other,
EVEN A KING CAN BE
"everyone about the stores is so vcr busy during the
holidays. The drivers of the wagons are kept out so
A GENTLEMAN THESE DAYS
late, and the poor horses, they are driven almost to death.
XKXXXXXXXX0XX0XXOOtKX)C0XXfc
I don't mind carrying the small hundks."
The woman's thought fulness and kindness were the
If all monarchs were as gentlo In their power and as
expression of an unusually beautiful spirit. And hi r powetful in their gentleness as good old King Oscar, ol
willingness to bear a small share of the holiday burdens Sweden, has always been in his 35 years of reign,
was in s'rikir.g contrast with the requirements of some monarchical government would be relieved of many of
of those women who, it is said, demand that so small a its evils. When wisdom and kindness rule In belial!
purchase as a spool of thread be sent by special delivery. of a people, it matters little what we call the system.
We neglect 10 consider the strain put upon clerks King Oscar has spanned the two extremes, being iu
and dTivers and horses made necessary by delivering the once one ot the staunchest of the worlds monarchists
Christmas purchases promptly. If by carrying home the and one of the truest of its democrats, and showing to
smaller parcels which do not put us to much inconven- kings and presidents alike that abstract principles of
ience we are able to save human flesh or horse flesh from government, after ail, go only skin deep.
the stress that U uikui it in these present days, we have
Though us a monarchist he has exacted the most
shown the real Christmas spirit.
formal obsequiousness from courtiers and the highest
There are some of us that may be too proud to be rtspect from sovereigns, he has freely walked the
seen carrying bundles more's the pity.
One ought streets of his capital unattended and chatted familiarly
never to be ashamed to do anything that Is honorable, if with the humbbst people. It was he who brought the
ly doing It one, takes a burden from some weary shoul- United States and Germany into peaceful arlntration of
ders.
Call it Christianity, or sympathy, or brotherly the Samoan affair and sent back to their k n.iels the
kindness, or what not, the true Christmas feeling is the unleashed dogs of war.
spirit of helpfulness. It is practical and often betrays
Though the most dignified and most cultured ruler
itself In, little things. The woman who cheerfully put in Knrope, he sprang from the common people, and his
herself out a little in order to help others had the Christ appreciation of the sterling qualities that make a peo
spirit in her. Go thou and do likewise during these days ple great Is shown in the high character of the men and
of holiday rush.
women who come to this country from his kingdom. U
is not often in history that king and gentleman are so
combined In one man.
CHRIST'S CHRISTMAS RECIPE

THE JAFFA oo
o
Grocery Comp'y. o

g

WBlilMMIaMMMs

"Good

things to Eat'

ARE YOU READY
FOR CHRIBTMAH?
We have the largest stock of
CHRISTMAS GOODS,
THINGS TO EAT,
IN THE TERRITORY
Call and inspect our stock. We
can show you many new things
for your Christmas dinner and
suggest to you the most acceptable gifts.
Our stock of Fruits' and Nuts is
complete. We have
TABLE CLUSTER
FANCY
RAISINS, in large bunches,
25c
per lb
FANCY LAYER RAISINS.. 20c
SEEDED RAISINS, pound
package
12!2c
CURRENTS, imENGLISH
ported, well cleaned, pound
package
12'2C
MAMMOTH

SMYRNA

FIGS,
25c
FIGS,
25c, 50c
FIGS,
and 50c
lb. 25c
FIGS,

per pound
IMPORTED

SMYRNA

washed, in baskets,
IMPORTED WASHED
in glass ....15c, 35c

FIGS, 2
CALIFORNIA
FANCY
STUFFED
with nuts of cherries, per
box
35c
DATES,
FANCY
light or
dark, whole fruit, fresh, 2
lb
25c
SHELLED NUTS of all kinds.
ORANGES,
both California
NAVALS
and FLORIDA

mill

1906.

"We're
Choice,

be

i3M3DlELL

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000

OurStock
is full of good and useful

PECANS.
FILBERTS,
BLACK WALNUTS,
CHESTNUTS,
HICKORYNUTS,
PEANUTS.
HOLLY,
HOLLY WREATHS,
MISTLETOE.
Leave your orders for Anything
in the BAKERY
LINE, to be
delivered for your Christmas
dinner.
PATTI SHELLS,
JELLY TARTS.

XfvlAS

PRESENTS
Ladies' Desks are popular. Easy Chairs, Sewing Tables, Morris
Chairs, etc.

MACAROONS.

CHEESE STRAWS,
LADY FINGERS,
KISSES,
LAYER CAKES,
FRUIT CAKE.

Our line of
Etc.

Xmas China

Jaffa Grocery Co.

will please you also. Selected with
an eye for presents reasonable in

price and yet most

"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
THEY ARE RECEIVED.

No

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

find in

ALMONDS,
BRAZILS,

PUDDING.

"

o
o
o
o
o
o
Otir Christmas Neckwear
o
o
showing the finest Neckwear productions of the Pest Makers.
exclusive styles, that you'll not
o
able to
other stores.
We selected our Holiday Neckwear with great care and have the sort
o
a man delights to wear.
o
We've every correct shape and coloring.
o
o
o
o
o Special Japanese
Lounging Robes
o
o
Special Prices
o
o
o
o SHOES iM-o

Sweets.
WALNUTS,

PLUM

mm

It matters not how many other Christmas remembrances a man or boy
may receive, it will acver seem like a truly Christmas to him
unless you
give him a tie.
New Neckwear is always an important and an almost Indispensable
part of a man's Christmas.

mw

........

201

N. SECOND

j

PHONES

BOTH

I

Furniture, Rugs, Crockery and Glassware. :: Second & Copper

breaking in
needed

WILLIAM MclNTOSII, President
J

AKL A
RECORD FROM THE PAST

UBeful.

O. W. STRONG'S SONS
.SOLOMON. LUNA.

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager
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For the
Best Line of

00C00000XXX00000XXCKCCC00
(By Cynthia Grey.)
he are no old women.
There never will be any
more old women. There was a time when at the age ot
tlO women
took to the b d or to a chair by the fireside
Those "good old days" that some people brag about are
I

B

"

v-

1

thank fortune, entirely beyond recall.
Once in a while one catches sight of a gray hair
but 110 sight ot an old woman.
Queen Alexandria was
'
with the foot"
l0 pears old ;n the ti est day of November ami the king
gave her for a birthday present what? A motor car
The flexible sole Red Cross
A white motor car.
isn't that enough to banish the
cane? Isn't that enough to set the stamp of approval Shoe is
from
upon the liveliness of the grandmothers
of our own the start.
count ry?
The burning; and
No so many years ago the woman of 0o who dared
to resort to anything that savored of friskiness was :aused by stiff soles and the
looked upon as decidedly out or line; now she's quite the :vils of
thin soles are prerage. The youthfulness of the present generation of
It
"old" people is inspiring, (liaiulfather no longer tells sented by the Red Cross.
stories that bore the young people, liecause he keeps "P ;nables a woman to be on he
with th; times. Grandmother 110 more sits clicking the !eet for hours at a time with
shining needles; she plavs the piano for the youngsters
:omfort.
to dance.
In the years long ago there was nothing for th
A stylish
Younger shoulders carried their bur
old folks to do.
dens, sons and daughters drew up the easy chillis and shoe that's
urged "sit down"; And they sat down and their minds
warped and their limbs stiffened, and by and by they absolutely
C
C.
O. D.
.Now the grandmother
died.
and grandfathers keep comfortable
pegging along. Maybe their work is not so effective,
New Mexican: New Mexico is h country par
Scientific Optician
for the successful growing of sugar beets not only perhaps their efforts are not so vigorous, but they keep
of
going
keep
people
old
the
voting
alive.
and
Itless
on the North American continent but on the globe, and
It Is good to know that
yet it has not u beet sugar factory in active operation today and their joy in living.
Special Christmas lutaciiient
This is a state of affairs which should not be tolerated women of tio find j y in automobiles.
any longer. There is plenty of home capital in ttie Sun
Matinee and Night
XX0X)OOX)CXXXXXXC00X)O0X)O
A'i. Sr, Rr.t Oou
shine territory which should be combined for the purpose
l!.
Pal:r.l
CJi
jtitrt
$
CENTURY OF SOCIETY IN
of erecting beet sugar factories in various stctions, espc.
dally in the counties of Santa
San .luun, Itio Arriba
V"V'V.l
V 'ifr
THIS COUNTRY OF CHANGE
and in the Rio (Irande valley. Cir I'nl chemical analyses
Oxford?,
often made has proven that New Mexico beeis contain
O CKXXXXKXXXXX(yCHX0XXAXAAyvK
.3.50 and $;;.co
the highest average of saccharine matter and ther
First Time West, Jof the Great
Nil 111 .wars lias death claimed so remarkable a e:i
necessary for the sueo
ul nuking of
leiiari.in as Miss Ade ne Thompson, a belle of long
from them.
What has b en ilo.ie in Colorado can
ago, who has Just passed away in Philadelphia.
and $3.50
in New Mexico. au, much better in this line.
Miss Thompson was horn when Jeff, rs m was presiLet us fit you.
dent, ami ,,lic live. to he ope hundred and three. PuncThe Mormons do not ob.,ere Christmas as the t'luin tilious in social conventions In the end still wearing
SEE
tians observe it. On yesterday, at Salt Lake City, a t'de. full evening dress a; dinner she was a picturesque
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
gram tells that three days before Hie festival observed figure from a society which gave tone to American man121 West Railroad Ave.
EYES TESTED FREE
by the whole Christian world these peculiar people held ners long before the day
of that "proud old rayjeem," Albuquerque
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
New Mexico
their own festival instead.
Ther.. was no Santa Clans. as Mr. Dooley Kays, "which has ruled the wurrtild iv
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
110 Christmas
trees, no little stockings by the hearth, no fashion since th' repeal iv th' Sherman act." She was
gifts; but instead, at the exercises In the meeting houses an antique portrait such as Hoston.
Haltimore and
the children were told the story of Joseph Smith's Charleston may si ill occasionally show, removed from
birth in 1S05. in a small faunhouse In Sharon, Windsor its familiar Uickground l Chippendale ami chintz - a
One of the Best Offer- We ket p the quality of our bread
county, Vermont, of his alleged di e m iy of the sacr. il niadcrla survival in an age of champagne
ings of the Season
froth.
and
plates containing the Monk of Mormon, of his rounding
This is possible
What a career it was, begun with a girlhood passed up to the highest.
LUMP
VILLE
CLARK
BEST
Full
Scenic Equipment
the Mermon religion and of his tragic death In Illinois.
under Dolly Madison traditions and lasting through Nel- by using
PER TON
$6.50
Special
and
Electiical Effects
lie Grant to the latest bride of the white house!
To
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
Daily Optic: It is pleasing to know thai an invest!
The Best Flour,
have spanned a century of Aun-ri$6.50
PER TON
an society while maingating committee that will investigate fully, fairly ami taining an alert interest in it
Matinee Prices. 25c and 50c
The Best Labor,
to the last was a rare
without bias is t examine the books of the penitentiary dietinction
What a story of fashion s vagaries the old
Niht. 50c. 75c and $1.
.The Best Methods,
covering the last seven years and make a report to the pri sscs and trunks in her home
governor. Mr. liursuin's friends are entirely conlid lit clinging Kmpiie draperies through could tell, from the
on sale ;,t Matson's
Stilts
Hunk
the voluminous crino- not only in mixing and bakine. but
that a full and fair Investigation will show tba' be never line and lie chignon to the sober
Store Monday, !
21. at !i o'clock.
skirt!
tailored
also in taking; care of and selling
wronged the territory knowingly to the ex' em of a single Though a good American,
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
the sister of a senator and
cent.
FOR
$2.25 AND $275
the bread. It you want the best
rear admiral. Miss Thompson swore allegiance to
F.
and Kugeiiie in turn and to ihe princess who suc- you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
i li
The year :"7 will si li t out
the most wide- ceeded them as ul. r of the wot id of modes.
Headquarters for Low Prices
spread, intensely earnest and forcefully
ile
She danced with beaux resplendent In ruffled skirt
PIONEER BAKERY,
on
Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
for
electoral reform the t'nit d States ha
nand
ii and satin 'smalls.'' and again with fastidious gentlemen
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
07 SOUTH riRBT MTRKKT.
known. The discussion of election methods ami the n e, nrrawd in blue swallow-tail- s
Brushes and Jap-a-Ia- c.
and white waistcoats, ami
of certain essential changes is general thromjmti:
We do It rifitit. ROUGH DRY. Imin her later
Ask for JAFFAS KRACK KREA!
with p.irtn. is in conventional black.
It is doubtful if there be an important com400 W. Railroad Avnua
perial Laundry Co.
BREAD and take no other.
Vet she remained heart-wholand unwed.
Hut what
munity in all our country where questions of nom 11a an aunt she must have
a
debg.
to
ben
three
neration of
Tolll-Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
ci(.ls l al LI,.1S. It,'!;!
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE, WAL
l:l.l.
lions, of the registration of voters, of the ball it of cIm- utantes!--New
V01 1. World.
j
iiioes. At Itnppe's,
BREAD and take no other.
TON'S DRUG STORE.

iisi
.

lJs

comfort able

in Albuquerque
See Ours

.aching

TjlftywJfr.fiijT

flIcIPJTQSH HARDWARE CO.

self-evide-

H.

ARISES,

Elks' Theatre

TUESDAY, DEC. 25

i'js

;

i?.-o-

v4ey

"ANITA"

I

The Singing Girl.

We Keep It Up

COAL

WOOD

Vic-tnti- a

1

DECEMBER 24,

Christmas Novelties io

O

coxxooooxxxooooe
WUmtN
OLD

MONDAY,

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOOOO

from ?"

When thou makest a dinner or a supper, call not thy
friends, nor thy brethren, neither thy kinsmen, nor thy
rich neighbor; lest they bid thee again, and a recompense be made thee. But when thou makest a feast, call
the poor, the maimed, the lame, the blind; for thou shalt
be recompensed at the resurrection of the Just.
There is your recipe for a real Christmas, by One
who knew. Would that all days were like Christmas, but
they are not. On other days the commercial spirit rules.
Men do things purely for gain. They are in business for
"what there is in it." They exicct an adequate return.
Hut on Christmas, if one wants to get the Christmas
Kpirit, he must give without thought, or chance of "recompense." In return he will get something better than
recompense the joy of participation In an unselfish
service.
If you give only to those who give to you in niurn
you iniKa the pure joy of Christmas.
The recipe says
one must hunt up "the poor, the maimed, the halt, the
lame, the blind." They can be found in almost every
place. Make your feast for them. And you shall know
the sacrd satisfaction of a real ministry.
Search out
the poor and broken, the forlorn and heavy-laden- ,
and
above all others, the little children of the ioor. Make
a Christmas feast for them. It Is then utterly impossible
that you should miss the Christmas thrill.
Because we are made up in this way, we cannot
be selfish and at the same time know the greatness and
the glory of glad unselfishness. How old the truth is
1800 years old and
besides! Therefore, on
Christmas day you must not cheat yourself out of your
rightful one.
You owe it to yourself to give yourself a
few minutes of sublime satisfaction.
The only way to
get any good from a recipe is to try it. The only way to
prove the reality of the Christmas creed is to practice it

CITIZEN.

John

S.

Beaven

Thos.

Keleher

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offleo
Transactions

Cuarantteo

ROSBKFIEIO'S,

1

1

8 W. R. R, Ave.

P. MATTEUCCI
Boot und shoemaker. Custom work
to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
reasonable;
satisfaction guaranteed.
103

North First Street

PIONEER BAKERY
BALLINO, Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON
WEDDING

CAKES

A

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and v guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
THE

ELITE

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
') E. GALLOWAY. Manager

NEAR

MUSIC LESSONS.

Prof.
Di.Mauro,
the violinist,
Hives lessons on the violin and Mandolin. Guaranteed
to be the best
teacher in Albiniuerque. Anyone de-N.

iirins lebsons address general
ery, city.

deliv-

ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
is the place to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
Agents for the Columbia, Kamblr-- .
levelaiid, Tribune and Cresueo:
wicyeies.
V S. HOPPING,
321 SoutU Second.

MONDAY,

DECEMBER 24,

EDUCATORS WILL

STORMJ.AS

SABBATH SCHOOLS

MR

F

CELEBRATE

VEGAS

T UTE

Albuquerque Delegates Will
Go to Meadow City In
Special Car.

TONIGHT

AROUSES
Churches Throughout the City
Will Remember and Fete
the Little Ones.

INTEREST

SESSION LASTS THREE DAYS

OBSERVE MIDNIGHT MASS
Committee Appointed to Per
feet Permanent OrganOld Town Board Offers Incentive
Salvation Army Will Distribute
ization of Society.
For Teachers to
Baskets of Good Things to
TO

the City's Unfortunates.

Attend.
Interest is manifested in Albuquerque nnd vicinity over tilt prospective outcome or the meeting Saturday, which, it is believed, has effectually started a movement to organize a fat tin rs' institute society to
wotk unitedly for the advancement of
Jgriculturai
pursuits in liernatillo
county.
I'rof. J. D. Tinsley. soil physicist
of the Agriculture college, initiated
the movement Saturday tvftern.xm at
the meeting whica was IkM at the
Commercial club rooms.
After the
meeting he express, d himself as being highly gratified tit the outlook
pnd
organization
for a successful
harmonious wotk.
The committee appointed by Governor E. S. Stover, chairmin of the
club irrigation committee, who acted
as chairman of the meeting, appointed a committee to c:tll upon the farmers and take steps toward pcrma-ntn- t
organization and a meeting will
be called at some future time to perMuch

The

aMention

tlu NVw Mexico
world is ut pn'S--n- t
In
centered
thf
ami mil
niprttns of tho Territorial Elucut tonal association, which takes place at
Yogas WViliicsday, Thursday R"11
Friday. The Alliunuorqui' (li'k'KHtion,
conoiHting of representatives
from
the nnivei-Hity- .
the city schools and
the Old Albuquerque puMh schools,
will k" to the convention city on
Wednesday, leaving here that morning on a Rpecial car attached to train
No. 10. This train Raves the nation at 7 o'clock, and will land lilt;
di legates in I.ns Vegas before noon.
JuKt how many of the city schools
is not exactly
will bo represented
known, as many of the teachers are
The school board
as yet undecided.
had talked some of allowing each
teacher who attended $lo. luit the
matter has never been fully decided.
The Old Albuquerque school has allowed Us teachers $10 apiece.
Those who will represent local educational Institutions at the territorial
oratorical contest, which occurs during uhe meeting, will also go to las
Vega on Wednesday.
Superintendent
I!.
County
A.
Stroup, Superintendent ITiuk. retiring, of the city schools, ami the following teachers from the old town
Kchools have signified their intention
of making the trip:
Mrs. U H. Miller. Miss Ona Shupc,
Miss Dolores Armijo, Miss
Blanche
Miss
Perkins,
Anna Alleu. Mrs.
O'Conner Rolx rts and Karl Uoberts.
Program of Meetng.
Tho program for the county superintendents' meeting, which occurs
Thursday, is as follows:
1.
Address of the Chairman "The
County Superintendent, His Responsibilities,
His Duties. His
AnIMfflculties, Mis pleasures."
drew H. Siroup, Bernalillo crmnty.
2. "Visitation of Schools by the
C. D.
County Superintendent."
Smith, San Juan county.
Discussion Mark Howell, Chaves
county; Juan C. Jaramillo. Tor
rance county; A. 1'. Kerr, Kddy
county: Jose Kilipe iSilva, Sandoval county: H. R. I.annigan.
McKinley county.
3. "Relation
of County Superintendents to Teachers' Institute."
Milnor Rudolph. Quay county.
Discussion George Lynch, Dona
Ana county; C. O. Fisher, Colfax county; Antonio de Vargas,
Rio Arriba county;
John V.
Conway, Santa Fe county; uls
a representative from Roost-vH- t
county.
4.
"Relation of County Superin-teaden- t
to Educational Finances."
Jesas C. Sanchez,
Valencia
pcdiiKopli-a-

of

l

eony.

.1.
H. Parker, Sierra
county; Eli Hart. Taos cviunty:
Porflrio (lallegos. San Miguel
county; May D. Gorman, Luna
county;
representative
also
from Grant, county.
5. "The Examination
of Teachers." Luciano Castillo,
I'nion
coualy.
Discussion Domingo A. Ortega.
Socorro county; Syl C. Anderson. Lincoln county: Ridel
Guadalupe count v; nls.i
representatives from Oiero and
Mora counties.
IHseus-sio-

,

EVEN1KQ

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

fect it.
("apt.

W. M. Gillcnwater was made
chairman of the committee, wiiiclt includes President W. G. Tight of the
Mtxico;
Prof.
University of New
Welnzirl. chair of chemistry of the
Felipe Mubbell,
well
University;
.11.
Stroup,
A
known ranchman;
county superintendent of schools; C.
dairyE. Gl'erkler, .). E. Matthews,
man, and Mr. Mann.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

The coming of the Joyous Christ-miseason was generally reflected
yesterday In (Tie increased audiences
at the various places of worshio
throughout the city and the choslng
by the pastors of topics appropriate
to the day. Secial musical programs
and in some instances floral decorations served to enliven the surroundings w hile the presi nee of an unusual
number of brightly clad children
spoke eloquently of the 'XiectiHicy
which teigtis supreme in the youthful
hi art at Christmas time.
In most of the churches announcements were made of the Sunday
school celebrations, a number of
which will be held this evening, and
at the church of the Immaculate Conception noticv was given of a midnight mass to be held this evening.
Father M.'ndalari will officiate and
Hie tollowi.ig musical program rendered :
Prelude
I .a
J. 11. Singelli
Sonambule
Violin Obligato. Prof. Di Mauro.
"We Come to Worship Him"
Kdwin A. Clare
Choir.
Kyrle
Hayd n' Imperial
Choir.
Gloria
P. Giorza
Choir Soloists. Mrs. T. J. Shinick,
Miss Ixiraine Sheehitn,
.Mr. Lambert.
llaydcn's Imperial
Creda
s

CITIZEN.

the arresting officer has to say about
your case when be conies In.
Smith was remanded to his boudoir
In the hotil de Albuquerque until the
aftcttioon session when the patrolman, who made the arrest, win appear against him.
The Sunday Aftermath.
Manuel Sanchez, a native, curried
suc.i a load of snake whiskey Sunday
night that he decldid to crawl Instead of walk. Becoming weary of his
burden at TIJeras and North Broadway, he discovered an inviting lawn
tiHin which to imitate the tenijxr of
Eve.
When the police arrived with
a hack Siinrht'i was counting the
stars. Judge Crawford informed him
this morning that the city had a llt- tle hill to collect for tho jag co.ices-ssslon- .
the amount of which was
Just 15.50. The extra half was hack
tare. Sanchez couldn't pay and w ill
serve five days and a half In Jail.
were
E. Mirtlnez aud D. Martinez,
also arrested Saturday night for le-ing drunk. K. Martinez was taken to
Jail and liquidated his fine this morn-(ing- .
D. Martinez put up a cash Inind
of 15.00 to apiar In police court at
9 o'clock this morning but he did not
f.ice the music and his bond was

LADIES FREE TONIGHT!
Opera House Roller Rink

ri-:r:V,r.'-

Regular Price $1.00
Your choice either in golden
oak or weathered oak finish.
Many similar snaps for economical buyers ' all through
our store. vt

for
Com p. Syrup of Eucalyptus,
coughs, colds, bronchitis, price 50c. At
Kuppp's.

Iron beds, mattresses, couch covrs.
K)ftiers, 117 Gold avenue, llorradalle
&

Co.

10

.
Goad

.

to 12, 2.30 to 5 30 and 7.30 to
10 30 f. M.
.
.
.
.

Music and no charge

SAM

for instruction

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

Chinese. Japanese, Indian and
Mexican

CURIOS
Second Street,

21S S.

Albuquerque, N.

IH
WSanta

M

ENTIRE LINE OF TOYS AT
COST.
"HAWLEY ON THE COR
NER."
MY

OA

Don't be in a

A CHRISTMAS SHOWING

HURRY!

That we know will meet with your highest admiration.
H iirhl v
Intit rnrt va nnd
Iniornul Ino1
1
1
just what you want you'll llnd here,
nil moderately priced. Many new games shown for the first time
this season.

"I

tS

!

Claus

& CO.
O. A. WATSON
BARNCTT BUILDING

G f it

x o

ALBERT FABER
308-31- 0

KEE

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens
Aileste Fideles
Novello
A suitable gift for any
mid Choir.
man. Nothing Is more useful and practical
Following .market letter and quota- Sanct us Quirtelte
II Flat
Farmer
We show them in a great variety from
&.
Co.,
F.
by
Graf
J.
tions received
Choir.
Correspondents for Logon & Hryan, Menedictiis
H Flat Harrison AVillard
over their private wires:
Choir.
Wonderland of Toys
A. E. Fit h
Sen ndple
YORK
NEW
STOCKS.
Violin Obligato. Prof. Di M num.
Uring the children to see our great stock, they'll solve the question
ll-Amalgamated Coppi r
'i
Agnus Dei H Flat
Fanner
as to what to get every want we can supply from the inexpensive
131 Vi
American Sugar
Choir.
to the very best grades of Imported toys, mechanical or otherwise.
HST'h
Amirkvn Smelters
March
Mendelssohn
Priest's
41?4
American Car Foundry
Leather Goods of Quality
Obligato.
Violin
Di
Mauro.
Prof.
Ktiiu,
Atchison, common
Organist Miss Horn Hiauchanip:
department
This
season has had our best attention.
this
Kvery
"S4
Anaconda
director, Mrs. T. .1. Shinick.
article we show we guarantee to be the best possible value for the
1
S 14
lialtimore & Ohio
5
At
o'clock litis '"fternoon St.
rice asked.
7S'
Itrooklyn Rapid Transit
Episcopal church through a
Canadian Pacific
12 John's
committee of Its ladies will provide
52
Colorado Fuel
the children of its Sabbath school
Card Cases. Art Goods, Pillow Tops. Hand Hags. Wallets, Purses,
17
Chicago Great Western..
with a supi er. which will lie followed
Hang Itag Sets, Hangers. Hook Covrs, etc.
42
Erie Common
with the distribution of Christmas
142
Louisville & N'tshvllle
gifts and Hi: usual Christmas tree ex- Htauaan iiiimii iji
'.'2
Missouri Pacific
ercises.
2G',i
Mexican Central
The First Mithodist church has
l
r) provided
National
a short program for tonight
UX',A
New York Central
at 7:3U when Mr. Appleton. superinS'.IVi
Norfolk
will
tendent of the Sabbath school
Ontario and Western
preside over the Christmas exercises
Pennsylvania
LPi'4
The Congrcgai iouul Christian and
Heading
l:ltn Presbyterian
churches will also bold
Rock island com
there custoniaiy Christmas exercises,
91
Southern Pacific
special programs having been arrangSt. Paul
HSU ed in each instance. Today
is also
.'12 Vd
Southern Railway
the day set apart Tor the distribution
ITS
I'nion Pacific
by the Salv:tion Aniv of its Christ4iU. S. S. common
mas baskets previously descriled In
V. S. S. pfd
I11.T4
ICvening Citizen. The varioirs
May wheat
77th The
clubs and institutions of the town
4:(Vm
May corn
will keep ope:: house this evening al.'12
Greene Con
most without exception and there will
W.
;s
Caluimt & Arizona
lie holiday clue;- not only for tin
t
Santi Fe Copper
4'2
JEWELER
but also for the "stranger that
Ti?,'-Old Dominion
i;ate."
205 Railroad Avenue.
North Hutto
luS'i is within the
12 ',4
Nipissing
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
114
Unite Coal
SMITH COULDN'T
JEWELRY
SILVERWARE

Before closing up your pack be sure
and call in the Vann Jewelry com.
pany't Store. You will find just what
you need to finish up with; Fine
Watches, Rings, Pins, Chains, Silverware, Cut Glass and China, and the
swellest line of Toilet and Manicure
Sets you ever saw. They are all new
goods, too, just in; so

S2 to $15.00

.

t o

Gomeearly and get best selection.

IN

Choir.

.

DO NOT FORGET

1

I

New Things In

THE VANN

U-m-

Prese nts

-

MORRIS

resi-den-

CON-SCHIS-

J

FER CENT DISCOUNT

10

AH those purrhaslnR a scholarship in any of our duy courses be1. 1907, will receive a lf p'er cent discount
tween now and January
from the regular price. Kater at once. We can secure you a position
when ready for it.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING. TYPEWRITING
LISH AND SPANISH.

DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico
W. E. MILIKEN, President.

KM AS

WE SELL

THE QUALITY THAT
WEARS.
AT THE LOWEST PRICES

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or
Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

& Co.
Borradaile
117 W. Gold

4 1

We Lead in the

Ave.

Diamond Business
All our diamonds are left on loans and unredeemed,
enabling us to sell cheaper than our competitors can
buy. We get them at our own price, you get the
benefit.

Christmas Candy

es.

P. Schutt

Convenience - Comfort - Security
telephone

The

makes

the

lighter, the cares
and the worries fewer.

less,

duties

All Sizes, All Prices,
to suit all tastes, all purses

it

11 i

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

1

C.

INVESTIGATE!

RICH CUT GLASS

i

i

CO,

JEWELRY

LY

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Dec. 21. Cattle receipts
DO IT
KS.uiln.
Marktt HKfilMK' higher. Peeves!
t4.loifi7.tMl; cows and heifers Jl.ti.l'fl
0.:ii): stockers and
feeders $2.4'((
HE COULDN'T
SEE
4. "ill; Texans
$3.73Ti 4..1U;
westerns DECLARED
WHY THE POLICE ARRESTED
?3.!o (fi 0.75 ; calves $.1,750 7. oil.
Shee receipts 12, Owl. Market loci
Santiago Gonzales.
HIM.
Santiago Gonzales, a well known higher Sheep $3.50fi 7..ri; lambs $l.f.n
7.t;;.
iff
sheep man, died at the home of his
"I couldn't conscientiously
do it,:
hroMie.r-in-lain llarelas this morning
your ho.ior." declared Art Smith in
Wool
Louis
Market.
St.
of pneumonia. The body W2s taken
-- Wool
steady, polio; court this morning when arSt. Louis, Dec.
to Peralta lor burial.
who
before the magistrate
and western mediums 2S(fi raigned
..,....
....
ttU.I !tlt..L'Ml..t...l
ii
nil mi. i iqriuii IIIM Bitiiy iw.x iiiifiinr- - IP
14
fine
2ic;
lSft21c;
mediums
tine
Eucaruation Lara.
he wished to plead guilty to a charge
Kucaruatiou Lara, a native, who ffl ltic.
of being drunk and disorderly.
was brought to the Santa Fe Pacific
Smith was picked up by the police
Money Market.
hospital of this city five days ago
in a saloon on north
Third hi reel
New York, Dec. 24. Prime Illert
from Gallup suffering from pneumonw in re, it Is alleged, he was intoxihospital
ia, died at the
Saturday tile paper tiSi ti1,; silver ti'.t 5 sr. Mon- - cated and
got lto a "difficulty" with
night. Mis body is being held at the ey on call steady. 4fiS.
an unknown unit who sucoeded in
undertaking parlors of O. W. Strong's
making his escape before the police
Metal Market.
Sons awaiting word about its disposiw
York. I. c. 14.
OplK'l
and
arrived.
tion. It will probably be shipptd to lead firm: unchanged.
"It was this way, judge. tried t i
Gallup.
hold the other fellow. I didn't strik
who him at all. About being drunk. Why.
say that
Dealers
those
Mrs. Alma Caer.
have used Chamberlain's
Stomach I wasn't drunk at all. I only had a
The news of the death of Mrs. Al- aad I.iver
are quite loyal to few beers
"
ma Carter, which took place last theni tind Tablets
can not be persuaded to
"Thai will do. We will heir what
night at her home in this city, will ie take any substitute.
samGet a
a source of regret to a number of ple at any lrug store, givefree
them a
Iriends. to whom she had endeared trial ami you, too, will want them in
hersel during the short period of her preferesco to any other. They cure
residence here. Mrs. Carter was in stotiK'.ch troubles, biliousness and cou-R- t
tin 2Mb year of hi r ave and her
pa t ion
death was due to tuberculosis. The
are
remains were sent .
today and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Made Fresh Every Day.
accompanied by her husband, who
Call
Kifty machine men; shi;i
VA."I'I'I
and aak to see our special boxes.
at
the
willi
her
time of her
whs
hours.
:i
They are winners.
tit owe; J.l.r.u per day;
dcatb.
Atlas Kniployment company. Mint
POST CARDS, PILLOW TOPS
M
t;IU rque. N
Carlos I. Gonzales.
MEXICAN DRAWN WORK
son of Mi.,. g LOST Persian lamb muff. Suitable
Curios I.
n.icio Gonial s, died of cniuplii ai ions
713 Copper
to
tinder.
rcA'urd
at r2:i N'k vv York avenue this morning after a brief illness. The funeral
will be held Wednesday morning at STRAYKl) -- Koaii xny. with s:tddle
!l o'clock from the church of the Imand lirtdle. Hrturn to L's:i Norm
Waller and receive reward.
maculate (')o-ptioand burial will
be al Santa Harbara cenietry.
KOH SALIC
Kxcellent saddle pony;
A wife and child survive Mr.
younn. healthy, r.tron. ueiitb-barAmong his near relatives who
I'hoti)' In.
gain for cash.
will be at the funeral are his sisters.
Mrs. Rich Heller of Calx'zou and Mrs.
Amelio Sandoval, wife of the
THE COLUMBUS HOTEL WISHES
kSandoval, of
Sandoval coualy. TO ANNOUNCE
THAT EVERYAlso he leaves an unmarried sister THING HAS BEEN DONE TO THE
and two brothers. Mr. Gonzal. s has END THAT THEIR CHRISTMAS
DINNER
extensive sheep interests at tho
MAY
BE
THE STAR
ranch, the home of his inothi-rACHIEVEMENT
IN
THE LONG
LIST
OF
THEIR
SUCCESSES
ROCK EGGS. DINNER SERVED FROM 12:00 TO
BARRED PLYMOUTH
I am now booking orders for deliv-- '
2:00 O'CLOCK.
1
ry itay time after
for eggs
The Postal has a force of tweti'
from aiy prize Koch)) eggs. $J per setting; also a limited number of choice messenger hoys to handle the Chrisl-youpackcockerels - and $.! each. Win. Van mas business. If you want
a cs delivered promptly Rll, tlll'lll
Hruggcn, Maxwell City, N. M
to Hi.- - Postal.
Miss Laura M, Lutz.
Hii8 Smith
WHILE DOWN TOWN EVENINGS
street, has for
s.ile a line line of millinery ko'x!'-h-j-- at LOOKING FOR NICE THINGS FOR
XMAS. DON'T FAIL TO DROP IN AT
than wholesale prii i s.
THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC CO.,
.
Victor
Talkiiu Machines 208' 2 WEST GOLD AVENUE. AND
and hlisoii Phonograph. !cuiembr SEE THEIR NEW LINE OF FIXtltes,. are useful Christmas presents. TURES. JUST RECEIVED.
THEY
Call at l.earnar.l and l.i.elem inn's ARE SWELL AND THE PRICES
Go-zal-

Just Like Cut

Iff.

Sfssionj
IF YOU ARE ALONE
THE
TOWN, WITH NO HOME TO GO
'TO, TAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS DIN-- i
NER AT THE COLUMBUS HOTEL.
EVERYTHING QUIET. ORDERLY
DINNER FROM
AND HOME-LIKE- .
12:00 TO 2:00 O'CLOCK.

FIVE

Only $.50 For Tabourette,

1

1

Gal-lego-

PAGE

1

1

A

Ivtiilron

i;

BS

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO

O V
V .A XBROKER
DIAMOND

The telephone preserve your
health, prolongs your life ana
protects your home.

t

it t c

.

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Gon-zab-

For Your Christmas Table

Cn-rola-

s

.

Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

r

LEADING JEWELERS

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

THE DIAMOND PALACE

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

one iiuw.

ARE RIGHT.

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAM PL A NO
CLUB ROOM9

Aerry Christmas and Happy New Year

Christmas Cigars

I'ia-jos-

telert

JOSEPH

Finest Whiskies

-

$-

feud

The St. Elmo

25 in a Box

Kirster Bros., Manufacturers
30S South Second Street

t

0

ALBUQUERQUE
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nniniTl The Six

Ages of the
Christmas Bargain Hunter
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Whether It;.WIll Divide Con Governor McDonald Issues Washington Society Has Be
gress Along Party Lines
gun the Usual Round of
Call For Trans-MissouYet
Is
Doubtful.
Winter Gayetles.
Dry Farming Congress.

l

ft

li

1

U

Have You Been in Yet to Look Around?

ri

Va4iinfrtnn.

IXt.

24.

Hhvp

I

lie Denver,

Issue upon which
to fiRht tho next national campaign?
i'rominent democrats In connreiis
they have, and believe It lies
an Secretary Root's speech on the en
4ralintion of power. In other words.
they would have the ibsih. net ween
Jeffersonism,"
MamirtrmiHTn"
nnil
the Issue which flint divided the
American electorate Into parties.
Hack in the days when the republic
Hamilton
was young,
preached a doctrine much akin to that
which Mlihu Hoot preaches today.
And lljomas Jefferson arose to com-Im- l
it. The disciples of Hamilton
to
were rallod federalirrts, because
their minds the. federal government
was nhle.f, the governments of the
several states holding minor rank
.
'thi' Jefferson It es were called
a
though "States Kighters"
term of later coinage, would have fil
was
Hamilton
led them better.
strong and brainy and the idol of his
party. Undoubtedly he would have
succeeded Washington In the presi
dency tut for the accidental fact that
he was not born on American soil
JofferHon also was an Idol, devoutedly
Invcd; but just then federalism was
In tho ascendency and It was Adams
coldrx'HU and lack of tact, rather than
Fining partisanship for the states,
that landed Jefferson In the while
house; as the third president.
Tho ulrong conviction of the rights
of stales came later, and served well
t be
which had succeeded
It
Jefferson's party of republicans.
Is true that Andrew Jaskson, Becond
in rank of democracy's patron saints,
waB not fanatically committed to the
doctrine of state socreignlty. as witness his strong hand with the South
Carolina, nullifiers; but since Jackson's time the democratic party has
come to ito looked upon as the especial champion of die states and
ilielr prerogatives, as against the powers of the federal government, and
in a. lattle against "Rootisni," the
on
democracy would
be
historic
ground.
Democrats In congress profess to
believe that Root's speech was "by
authority" of the president, and pro- fens also to see therein a challenge.
This challenge they are very will
ing to accept; Indeed, they have al
ready picked up the gauntlet and are
mapping out their plan of battle.
roverynody, democrats
and republicans alike, Is waiting to see what attitude will be. taken by influential republicans
congress,
in
especially
those republicans who do not always
.ympath!j;e with Mr. Roosevtlt's
In the main republi1reachments.
cans robably will sidestep the question, lut it is not believed that such
nen as Spooner and Foraker will per
mit the soundness of the doctrine of
he president to pass without question. Resolutions introduced point to
the fact, that Immediately after the
hoildayM the senate will Indulge in
one of those constitutional debates
for which the body has come to be
more or less noted. Mr. Root's
speech bus aroused tho advocates of
fttate rights sharply, and created no
end of discussion as to whether state
linos are to be more and more obscured.
Rven Hcnater Spooner, by his reao-lutlcalling upon the committee of
which lie is a member to inform the
senate whether congress has the power under the general commerce clause
of the constitution to prohibit the
product of child labor from Inter-slatcommerce, raises the doubt as
to the extent of congressional power, ft would seem, however, that In
the enactment of tho
taw congress
has gone infinitely
farther in the matter of regulating
matters that belong to the state
Inasmuch as tho report of the judiciary commitee practically would settle the fate of the child-labo- r
bill recommended by the president, the debate upon the committee's report
promises to e protracted. There will
to abundant opportunity for criticism
of tha centralization Idfea. of the president, and the indications now are that
thto criticism will not be confined to
ttia democratic members of the sen-at- .
li

mix-rat-
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meat-inspectio-

Iec. 24. "To the GoverAgricultural Colleges, Stale
land Hoards, State Engineers,
State Hoards of Agriculture, State
Agricultural
Associations. County
Commissioners. Mayor of Cities,
Railroad Companies and all Com
mere la Hodies In the Trans-Misouri States. Greeting:
"Thi- - first general convention of
those vitally Interested In the recla
regions of
mation of the seml-arlthe United States by systems of scien
tide farming Is hereby called to meet
In the city of Denver. Colo., on Jan
24 and 2!i. 1907.
"ObjiKts The rapid development
of practical farming and profitable
crop production under improved agri
cultural methods and the unmistak
able, proof of the possibility of re
claiming n great portion of the semi
arid acreage in the western slates
have led to increased activity In both
official
and private experimental
work. I believe that the time for united action and official encouragement
has been reached, and that there
should be Inaugurated a practical and
active general movement, under prop
er organization, through which the
great natural resources of the non-l- r
rigated districts and tho possibilities
of extending the agricultural area J
of our western states may be brought
to the attention of the world at large.
To populate our vaBt acreage where
Irrigation Is not possible, will Insure
prosperity
continuance
of
that
throughout our western states, and
will Increase the commerce and stimulate the demand for the products of
our factories to such an extent that
every commercial Industry
In the
states will lie favorab
ly affected.
Compostlon of Delegates
From the Various States.
"Representation
The governor of
each state and territory may appoint
10 and not more than 20 delegates.
"The mayor of each city five and
not more than 10 delegates.
"The county commissioners of each
county five and not more than 10
delegates.
"National and stale agricultural as
sociations not more than five dele
gates each.
"Railroad companies not more than
four delegates each.
"Chamliers of otunmerce, commer
cial clubs and other commercial
bodies, two delegates each.
"United States senators and con
gressmen, the secretary of agricul
ture and his assistants, governors of
states, officers of state agricultural
colleges, officers of state universities
engaged In agricultural work, officers
of United States and state experi
ment stations, ntate engineers and
members of state land boards, by vir
tue of their position, will be entitled
to membership in tho congress.
"I urge that all authorized under
this call to appoint delegates should
select such persons as are known to
bo vitally Interested' in the subjects
that will naturally come under discussion.
"The program for the convention
will be in the hand of a committee
selected particularly with regard to
Its ability to guarantee to delegates
two days of active, practical work,
and it is my belief that no more important
interstate conference lias
been proposed since tho organization
of the National Irrigation congress.
"The value of this movement is apparent to all who have own closely
watching the development of agricultural production, under both Irrigation and 'dry farming systems."
"JKSSH K. M'DONAUD.
"Governor."
nors,

I

trans-MisHou-

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

NEAR

SANTA RITA

MEXICAN
SHOT
TO DEATH BY A YOUNG
COAL MINER.
WOOD-HAULE-

ftldtri Adams, who was doing assessment
work on some mining
claims near Santa Rita, this county,
shot and instantly killed a Mexican
y the name of Pablo Garcia, last
Ylday afternoon, says tho Silver City
I kitftrpriso.
Adams was In the employ of County Commissioner C. T. IJnk, and was
working on borne claims located two
milifi north of Santa Rita, on the
Georgetown road. Ho had established his camp a day or so and some
lod Hupplies were titoleu from his
tout whilo he was absent.
About lialf past two o'clock Friday
afternoon, Adams, who was some distance from camp, on a nearby hill,
(.aya ht ay a Mexican carrying a grip
from his tent to a wagon standing
in the road. The grip looked familiar
hii4 Adams started for bis tent to
investigate, and upon reaching the
tent the Mexican was busy parking
lied
clothes
and other
articles.
Adams asked the Mexican what he
doing,
was
whereupon ho began cursing and baying, "1 11 tix you." Adams
drew bis gun and shot, Garcia made
an effort to escae saying, "I'll get
you yeC"
Adams then fired
four
mora hol
Adams at once went to Santa Rita
and rHatiil bis story to Night Watchman Tom Toman, anil was then turned over to Sheriff Kaisworlh. Saiur-day- ,
Adams was brought to Silver
City and lodged in the couiity jail.
t".arJi wa a residcni of Sanu Rita,
lie leaves
and waa a

KREAM

How to Fool a Lazy Liver
with Artificial Exercise

J

""w

KILLING

s

VERY serious Sickness has a small
beginning.
And, In nine cases out of ten,
that beginning Is made in the

Boweli
Constipation is the beginning of most disease. It paves the way for all others.
Lack of exercise, hasty eating, improper
food, are 'ts first causes.
Laziness, and postponement, permit It
to grow Into Chronic Constipation, which
means
Discomfort.
It Uii't necessary to be
you
know, In order to be mighty uncomfortable.
Even a sljght Indigestion affects the
nerves, dulls the mind, and obscures the
merry sunshine of Life.
life-lo-

sick-a-be- d,

The time to adjust the Bowels is the very
minute you suspect they need adjustment.
If your tongue is slightly coated,
If your breath Is under suspicion,
If your head feels a trifle heavy or dull,
If digestion seems even a little slow,
If Heartburn, Belching, Colic or Restlessness begin to show themselves,
Thafa the time to eat a Cascaret.
It acts as pleasantly as it tastes. It is as
congenial to your Bowels as it is to your
Palate.
It stimulates the muscular lining of the
Bowels and Intestines, so that they mechanically extract nourishment from the food and
drive out the waste.

(By Catherne A'lman.)
Special Correspondence.
Washington, IVc. 2i The spirit of
the holidays, sulitely inspiring, is In
the atmosphere, and the. social whirl
waxes fast and furious as the days
go by. Dinners and dances, theatre
parties and little suppers, luncheons
and teas, receptions and muslcales
follow In quick succession until one
Is lost In the bewildering maze of do
clal pleasures. American people have
lost the art of amusing themselves
and are constantly fleeing from their
own thoughts and from the dull
spectre of boredom that steals upon
the unwary In their leisure hours.
The little
courtesi s and
simple pleasures in which our forefathers took delight have no place
In
living, for who has time
to think or to cultivate repose? It
Is fashionable to be strenuous in all
things, social as well as political and
commercial, and social successes are
achieved by carefully planned campaigns and astute stratogems.
The state dinners are In full swing
and will continue uninterruptedly for
Among the
the next eight weeks.
guests of honor at a recent dinner
glveu at the white house, were: Hon.
Henry White, recently appointed am
bassador to France;
Commander
Robert Peary, lately returned
from
the Arctic expedition; Governor and
Mrs. Wluthrop. of Porto
Rico, and
Honorable and Mrs. Theodore anil
Miss Shonts, who
have been the
house guests of tho President and
Mrs. Roosevelt. Mrs. Roosevelt's toilette was an exquisite yellow satin
brocade trimmed in point lace with
which a white diamond necklace and
ornaments were worn.
Tho floral
decorations were unusually beautiful.
cov
the long table, laid for forty-fivers, held in the center, an enormous
silver bowl brimming over with crim
branching
son IJbeity roses, whll
candelabra capped In sliver and crim
son rose, and white carnations
In
crystal bowls set In clusters of far
leyense ferns relieved the long ex
pansn of snowy damask and dazzling
plate.
Mrs. Whitelaw
Ambassador anil
Reid have been the guests of Secre
tary and Mrs. Klihu Root and wre
present at the state dinner given on
Thursday to the President and Mrs.
Roosevelt. They will U guests of
Rear Admiral and Mrs. William Sheffield Cowks over New Year's day and
will lend their presence to the bril
liance of the scene at the white house
reception, which Is one of the notabl
large affairs of the year.
On that
day the diplomats appear in court
costume and some of them, especially
the Chinese and Persian ministers,
give n touch of color that Is worth
enduring the crush to see. to say
nothing of the gowns and gems worn
by the ladies.
The Prince and Princess Cnntacu-zenare well known in Washington,
where she has visited froiiii' ntly
since her childhood days. iShe Is the
only daughter of Ceneral and Mrs.
Frederick Dint Grant and shares with
the second daughter of
and Mrs. Cleveland the honor of being
tho only person living who can claim
the white house as a birth place.
Mrs. Mclean gave a large luncheon
in their honor on Sunday
al her
superb country home, "Friendship."
Mrs.
lCvelyn
Chew,
debutante,
daughter of Mr. John Chew, and
granddaughter of Mrs. Titian Coffey,
was guest of honor at tho first cotillion of the winter, given by Mrs.
In I street. The spacious mansion was decorated throughout with
Christmas greens, while garlands of
southern plno tied with scarlet satin
ribbon curtained the wide doorways.
Airs. Mo I Ann and Miss Ohew received
in tho famous bull room where the
decorations consisted of but two Immense laurel and holly wreaths which
crowned tho life-sizportraits of Mrs.
Washington McLean and General
lteale, the mother and father
respectively of tho host and hostess.
Miss Chew wore a dainty gown of
wnite satin and tulle. The sixty
couples participating In tin? cotillion
were almost exclusively from tho debutante set of this and last year,
while the younger dancing men of
resident and diplomatic circles were
mostly In evidence. Among the few
married people present were Prince
and Princess Cuntacuzeue, Mr. and
Mrs. Georgo Howard and Representative and Mrs. Ijongworth. The favors
were dainty effects In gauze and
paper fairy wands, caps, sashes, fans
d
parasols.
and
The Walshes have opened their
palace on Massachusetts avenue and
are again entertaining, having laid
aside mourning for their young daughter of tho house. Miss Evelyn. Miss
Walsh Is entertainiug a house party
of young girls and It Is to be supposed that these hospitable westerners will give some mrtable affairs.
Their ball room Is one of the largest
and most beautiful in Washington and
has, in addition, a grand pipe organ
to make inspiring music for the happy dancers.
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More Buying Days Before Christmas!
1.

First the Infant mewling

In Its

mother's arms.

2. And then the schoolgirl with
her shining morning face, bargaining
for a dolly, on her way to school.

M
H
A
BEN
Indian Trading
Co.

J.

D.

e

d

Mrs. Bamblnt,

at nc? parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue, la prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tro.fc coma,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Shw
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also oreparei a balr tonic that
cure and prevent dandruff and hair
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and luperfluoua
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
The only way tj have Cascare'.s ready to cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
use precisely when you need them Is to All of theje preparations are purely
adcarry them constantly In your pocket, as vegetable compounds, liave Just
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
do
pencil.
you
a Watch or a LeaJ
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
The ten cent box of Cascarets is m.vie Ii Is also used for rheumatism, pains
thin, flat, round-edgend massage
and sinaK, I t tin ,
209
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OPEN EVERY

Eakln, President

O. GiomI, Vice

NIGHT

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

President

O. Bachechl,

Treasurer.

1

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to

i

MELINI A EAKIN, and 8ACHECHI A GIOMI.

WHOLBBALC DKALKH.9 IN

V
And then the maiden snatching

4.

j
And

then the shopper

full of
temper,
ere one can lift an sudden and quick to quarrel, seeking the bargain counter even in the
cannon's mouih.

up a bargain
eyebrow.

strange oaths, wiih violent

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
keep
everything In stock to outfit tba
mott fastidious bar complete

W

Have been appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Jos. S.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Tlnerles,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Price lalst
issued to dealers only.

cocooo
The xSimpkXiffe

"

be$r undenstoo A
ByAvbmei vho avoid.
-

e

Mc-I-a- n

and FIRST ST.

COR. RAILROAD AYE.

e

precise purpose.
"Then- - was a suggestion of bis
Be very careful to get the genuine, made
ture
in Olio's death."
only by the Sterling ke ne.iy Company and
a wifo.
"How so?"
never
In
stamped
sold
Every
tablet
bulk.
w
pi
$'J,r,illl
Ailanml..t
Why he was kllied while
:is
ice J at
ooo. All druggists.
7mi
to await the ad ion of I hi? grand jury.
wood-haule-

Remember there are only

The filth age shifts into the
lean and slippered Mrs. Pantaloon,
with spectacles on nose, and cat at
side, cackling with glee when she
beholds the list of bargain sales.
5.

SIXTY-NIN-

U

iUirl-B-A- iid

H I

I

I

"hcofwiltt

GAS

Last scene of all. that ends
this strange, eventful history, the
dear departed, sans teeth, sans eyes,
sans taste, sans everything but the
unquenchable quest bargains.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD

00B00C
r

Special Correspondence.
Independence, Mo., Dec. 111. Mr.
aad Mrs. Green lledford, of this city,
hold the record for long married life.
They were joined in wedlock June C,
1837, In Harrison county, Kentucky,
more tnan slxty-nlnyears ago. Ia
December, 18fi6, they moved to Missouri nnd have lived here ever since.
Mr. Bedford is now past ninety.
His wifo Is two years his junior. Uoth
arc native Kentuckians and both are
tho last of a family of fourteen children.
I'nlike most men of such great age
Mr. Itedford is quite active.
Every
spring he makes a garden from which
his home Is supplied with vegetables
the greater part of the year.
Mrs. itedford has been n cripple
for thirty years. She spends most of
her time piecing quilts aad knitting.
The couple have seven children, sixteen granaiiehllib-eand twelve

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)

(Eighty-fiv- e

Conccdtd today to be the best in the werld

si

I

Chickering & Sons Pianos

o

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

WHITSON
MUSIC
(Established
1882.)

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan.
116 South Second street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

3

The World

is surprised at the way some folks
get rich. People censure individuals,
firms and corporations who obtain
wealth in an illegitimate manner. We
have built up our plumbing trade and
acquired our reputation in a legitl-mat- e
way and will be pleased to be
favored with your contracts for any
kind of plumbing or tinning work.

MR. AND MRS. GREEN P.EDFOR D.

The Elite Restaurant
New,

J I;

t;.

YEARS OF MARRIED LIFE

E

Vol

Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Good Meals.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
120 W. Silver Ave.

J- -

L. DELL & CO.,
122 West Silver Avenue.

J
Hay,

a

Fa PALMER

Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phones.

Foundry and

A I buquerque

Machine Works

ft. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Limber Cars; liaftlaja.
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Colsmna tie Iroa Freats let
Bulidlngs-

-

Repair an Mlnln

and Mill Machinery a Bpealalty
foundry east side ef railroad traek.
JUbaqaerase,

). as.

Vash Electrical
Supply Co.
rOR
KIKCTRICAL
KVSZR YTMINQ

ti.t Designs in Table I.ainjjs, Chandeliers, Shades and
Have your House Wired.
Klectric I
loiist-l'urnishing-

If you have tried other tailors and
aro not satisfied why not try ns.
We know we can kase yon, onoe
you git a suit of us you are sure to
como again, as our work Is all strictly
first class.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing
neatly done on 6hort notice.
If you want something right give us
a trial.

s.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
00 W. Railroad Avenue

Both Rhone

F. TOM El & BRO.
f I

Railroad Avenue

MONDAY,
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Vehicles
...AND...

'5
Pas

Harness

ft-

at Reduced

Hi
Comfort and Happiness
Go Hand in Hand

OLD KRIS
says buy your wife some ttuiijt usrful
as well n.s ornamental
,tnv of the day and the ladies are entitled
In thu
Order is the first law of Heaven.
of romnierrial activity it is proper
to buy something with commercial to the beaeflt of the improvement. Have a place for everything
and
A thlag of beauty is n joy forever. value. Therefore, Kria makes a few Buy
everything in Its place. A writing
a combination couch and bed.
suggestions
from the large stotk of
New Portieres win ttriKTilrn up tne
desk Is a good start.
home considerably.
D

Buy your wife a pood comfortable
will greet you with
a mrtlle.

rooter and she

J. D.

LACK

J. D.

EMMONS

The Furniture

Z

Labor Saving Devices
Are the Order

The Furniture

Man.

J. The

EMMONS

EMMONS

J.

Furniture Man.
which he recommends to fastidious
purchasers.

Man.

J.

D. EMMONS
The Furniture

D.

Man.

IS SADLY

Albuquerque Carriage Company

'"' rira. oirfK llff TlJrB

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

AVOttUm

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices

livers in the rj port that the establishment of a car building plant on
the coast would lie profitable from
every standpoint ami would do much
to prevent a shortage of cars in this
part of the country.

OF L

NTS.

EMMONS

The Furniture Man.
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.

Prices.

t

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRINQ
IS TM B
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING
TMrS
MONEy. WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYINO
LET
US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEpIrTME

WEST RAILROAD AVE
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
HUE

j j j j

western Massachusetts; it
caused
INTERESTING EVENTS IN by financial complications. is
TEDDY'S CLUB IN THE
IMti Col. Doniphan with 4To men
X
ww w
rr
9
1.109
defeats
Mexicans at Hra.ito.
I St;s
President Johnson issues a
proclamation of general unconditional
2tZ NORTH SECOND S TREK T
amnesty
to persons implicated in thej
AUTOMOBILE
TRIP COMPLETED
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
rebellion; it Includes Jefferson Davis.
WITH
THE
LATEST
OVER ROCK ISLAND LINES.
December 26.
.
me MARKET OF
Vice President Blddle. of the Rock
December 23.
WHY
171'if!
DIDN'T
THE RAILROADS
Mason
and Dixon complete
Island Frisco, has received he follow-- j
l''.:M
u3ua
Pilgrims benin
building
their important survey as far as a
FORESEE THE NEED OF MORE
in
dispatch from Charles J. Glidden. sett lenient at Plvmouth.
thirty-siwarpath
end
miles
from
the
EQUIPMENT?
who has completed an auomobile trip
WHAT
ABOUT
I TVS
troops attack of )no line, where the Indians compel
The Ilriti.-d-i
KoundaboutiL Rtr 7
over the Hock Island lir.es:
HARRIMANS FABULOUS
Savannah, (la.
stop.
them
to
AA
nee. lit, i:tm..
Harness & Saddles,
1783
WaahinKtun
hi
sill
renders
ITTt'i
Hattle of TrentonVshinirompieieu .i.J"" nine run wnn auto- - commission to congress,
los-- j
ton
l.ooo
takes
prisoners,
Hessian
mobile; no delay to traffic; wonder-- !
1841
Gen. .lackson attack
itli
fully satisfactory performance; train success the British camp of 2 4W men inn only two men. This victory Special CorresM)iidenee.
rouses the nation from despondency,
WashirKton, p ( i pe(,
i. Prnl- dispatchers handled us with prompt-- nine miles below New Orleans.
i it
union, wun b.uuu men, ueni KH)sevelt Is taking a keen
t
ness amidst traffic; almost Inconipre- 18M;l
Homesl end iron works,
teres! in the car famine which is
henslble to one not close to operating Pennsylvania, close, shutting out of' 1R12-from Savannah.
Great llritaln proclaims the now affiictinir tin. minrrv lit in not
department. Thanks."
8ii
blockade or (he Chesapeake and the sure as to just what can bo done, but
Delaware.
MLBuqiimmquK, mrw Mexico
Dcem!)er 24.
is coming around to tne position that
STOCK MEN FILE
contain- something drastic in the way of
1S14
Peace comes by treaty of ing1S11tillO A Richmond theatre, seventy-fivRATE COMPLAINT,
people, burns and
fetn.dy ought to be applied.
Washington, D'c. 24. Miller Hros., Cthent, which Is negotiated bv John
ICverything will depend on the In- ife lost.
stock raisers ami shippers of Miss,; Q. Adams,
Albert Gallatin. Henry
....- -n
1817 (5en. Jockson is ordered to jvestlgatlon
THIRD
which is aow being con-- i
Okla.. filed complaint
the! !ciay, James A. Muyard. and Jonathan
against
take the field against the Scnilnol" In- ducted by the Interstate Commerce
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail Russell.
dians.
commission.
The railroads will be
lS'il A part of the national capital
road companay with the Interstate
and CURE
LUNC8
December 27.
called uiHm to Justify themselves or
commerce commission, alleging dis and the whol" of the library of con-- :
I7t'i0
Hoston
tidings
receives
of
the
consequences.
take the
crimination by that road in rates on gre.ss are burned.
All Klnda of Freah and Salt Matte
death of George II.
WITH
The president knows ns well as
shipments to the Mississippi river
Steam Sauaaga Factory.
25.
17"ti
December
The
till
Hrltish
abandon
their
anybody that no law can cause locomarkets.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
l""ii Th" tide of fortune turns in posts on the Delaware river.
motives and box cars suddenly to W
Maaonlc Building, North Third Strati
1771 Colonial
congress at Haiti-mor- created by the tens of thousands aad
I.. I'. (iazin, chief electrician for tb" favor of the Americans, Washington
clothes Washington with dicta- lie put Into strviee to haul the traffic
Santa Fe railroad, and whose head- crosses the Delaware in the night
quarters are at Topeka. came in from a in id the Hinting ice with 2. too men. torial power to direct all military op- ;of tin- - country. It Is claimed by rail-- ;
Priea
ITS
the east esterdav.
Shav's rebellion arises in erations for six months.
road men tiiat this is what will have
0UGH8and
60c $1.00
1SI17
The steamer ltlack Hawk, on to be done in order to relievo tho
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Red river explodes and fiftv lives are present situation,
locomotive works
lost.
Surest and Uuickeat Cure for all
and box car factories are full up on
with Raaoe A Mauper.
ISIS House passes hill for aboli- ;work for twelve months uheiil.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBOfflea, 113 North Flrat St.
tion f slavery in the District of Coor MONEY BACK.
LES,
It is a physical imiKisslbllity
to get
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
lumbia; it afterward teconslders the additional equipment, and a physical
motion and then postpones action.
impossibility to move the tratlic with
m m
riuium
inaiunfiie
lst;o St.uth Carolina state authori-ti"- s the present equipment.
cure Itltnd,
1 11 H I
It is unfor
Oll'""l'"t will
TOTI A OR API
and Iichlng
I II m I I WH'eeiliii(.
seize Castle Plncknev and Fort tunate, say the railroad men, but the
ItnlMorhsthotuniors,
3
I
Moultrie.
public must take the consequ nces.
""' lie iicniiiif atoiu-e- acts Dealera In Groceries, Provisions. Mas,
lSKit A new design for a navy (lag
i ue president s answer
to this is a
Grain and Fn-- i.
Inf. Ir. WIlltiimH'Jntlitinl'ileOlnt- is adopted.
question: Why did the railroad offl
...I ..w
llintit Id nn.nan.il
Pine Line of Imported Wines. Llqaan
tttu
1SM3
Inn of tho private purls. Kvery box Is
The offering of Peter's Pence idols not foresee tho present needs?
nd Cigars. Place your order tm
oruririMS. ny nmll on re- V
since the beginning of Pope l.eo's Why has the Harrlman system Ixcn
this line with tia.
" ,
:
ir'r1.
D.iin'rW
M
lns
Jtihil
amounts to Jt.'tnii.iHio.
(declaring fabulous dividends and scat
NORTH THIRD BTRKaTl
Decern ier 28.
terlng money among tile Wall street
FOrt SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
17M Governor of New York issues trailers, while orders ought to have
a proclamation
claiming the terri- been placed for new engines and ntw
J.
tory west of Connecticut river, Ver- cars?
New Management, November I, 1906
mont, under the grants of Charles
Why should the public necessities
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
11
to be the Duke of York.
be Ignored or forgotten?
If the situ- NOTARY PUBLIC.
Opposite the Santa
1S.12
Depot
John C. Calhoun resigns the at Ion is due to u lack of foresight Room t, Cromwell
Block, Albuquerque
office of vice president because of land to Incompetence, ihtn it is time
ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
Telephone.
174.
Automatic
President Jackson's
tills incompetence and lack of fore
BKLKM, M. f.
proclamation.
signt ie corrected by proper govern
A great
1Vi.
snow storm begins ment supervision
&
nun lasts tmriy six noiirs, niocKing ai
I lu re
is a serious eucstion as to
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL B3TAT
the .New Migland roads.
.whetlur the present interstate com
LOANS.
December 29.
merce law gives the federal govern
lTTv-T- he
Automatic phone 451.
any right to control the physi
Uiitish capture Savan-'men- l
n,,nRoom 10, N. T. Armljo BulIdUaV
csl equipnieatj of railways, 1u tiJie
lMiit
ot
ommaiideis
American way of compelling the roads to fur
vessels ate ordered to resist by force nish more cars and engines to haul
THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
l tie mustering
and searching of their them. Sonic of t)t'e commissioners
essels, and then to strike colors and think the law can be Interpreted to
BAM BROOK BftOM.. fropa.
surrender to superior forces only.
LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLB
give this power, but others are doubtISM Naval battle
off coast
of ful
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The nuestlon will be
(INK OF TUT WRKCKKD M All. C ,VRS.
SHOWlXtl KFKCTS OF TIIK jltrazil; Commodore Hainbridgo with to the department of justice. submitted
The
"Sadie" for mountain parties and
KCSIl.I.ADE.
the Constitution, captures the Britsh
at special rates on week daya.
Warsaw. Dei
The most dirinir siv smI,i...i ,..ui...i t
i,......tii ti... frigate Java,
State nf oiiln. Cltv or Tolnrtn,
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John
act tile Russian revolutionists have debris during the confusion and es1X44
Congress admits Texas Into
I. uens
ounty. hs.
Frank J. Clienney makes oath that ho
yet committed was the holding up of caled 'o the woods, where they were the union.
Is neuter partner ef the tlrni of F. J.
lS4!t A great crevasse is made In 'heiny
... found by m iiairoi nexi nay almost
., rttilng
tne Warsaw ..vr,r,
iMiHlncBB In the
i.
ti... .
(I'lty
forty
of Toli'do. County anil Mute
l.
levee
the
demented
miles
Or
New
above
the Rogoff railway station.
Hint that nalit firm will pay the sum
The passengers had their escape leans,
INSURANCE.
K I11'.NIHKIJ Drtl.l.AHH for each
ON
of
The revolutionists
Secretary Mutual Bulldfnr iimifc
numbered tio, cut off and made no resistance to
IKtto J. II. Floyd, of Virginia, re- - and every cane of Catarrh
that rail net COMING IN OUT
and were directed by a leader who the bandits,
tlon. Office at 217 West lUUraat
who, revolvers in baud, signs his office us secretary of war. bf cured by the u
of Hall s Ciitnrrh
used a small tin trumpet In giving forced them inside
K J. CI1KNK1.
OF THE COLD avenue.
"'. to bcfor r KAN
lS7t A train drops through
the cars.
thei Sworn
me and nubncrlbett In we appreciate
his orders. The band was divided Ina perfectly heated
section No. 3 were engag- Ashtabula iron bridge to the water, my presence, this 6th dny of
December,
to three sections, each detailed to do ed Meantime
house, but It Is not every house that
in ripping open the mail bags and seventy-fivfeet below; fire follows,! A. l. lXMi.
certain work.
A. W. (1I.EABON.
is properly warmed. If yours is lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
persons
passengers' baggage, and secur- and more than seventy-fivthe
Henl.)
Notary
Public.
When the train pulled up at the ing ail
ing In any wav. or if vnn am nmi..
the money and valuables, perish.
Hull s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
station, band No.
began a fusillade amounting
1H!1
to $30,000. Then the
Reciprocity agreements with anil acts directly on the lilood and mu- elded what u the best system to In- at the mall car containing a detach- whole band decamped.
surfaces of the system. Bend for ""an in a new house and need Infor- LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND TRAJNkV
the West India islands and some oth- cous
testimonials free.
ment of train guards. At the same
row Si ABLES.
mation that Is trustworthy and valuHalf an hour after a larger de- er Iliitish possessions made public.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.
time three bombs were thrown un- tachment of Dragoons and Cossacks
able, let us know of your trouble, Horses and Mules
lhlr.
oieuo,
Bought and
der the train by band No. 2. Two and
X
"
co"uP- - we are specialists for hot water hot
HOME
MADE ARTICLES. SUIT.!t,on
battalions
of infantry
cnanged.
of them exploded, demolishing two were several
air
and
steam
heating.
detailed to encircle the town, ABLE FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS. ATI
o
cars and hurling timber, soldiers and but none
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE cut
of the revolutionists were MRS. M. C. WILSON S. 224 WEST
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
in. in nags a hundred
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street, between Railroad aad
yards away. arrested.
COLD AVENUE.
BREAD and taka no .ther.
copper Avenue.
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Ripley Sees NoRelief From
Rail Congestion

Soon.

la this proposition the directors
ask authority to issue, in place of
common stock, convertible bonds to
be exchanged during a term of yeais
for aommon stock. It is the intention, after the Increase has been authorized, to ofTer the stockholders for
subscription approximately $25,000,-0- 0
of the new stock or convertible

boatffl.

special meeting of the stockholders of the company will be held at
Toeka. Kan., January 30. to vote on
the proposition.
A

RAILROAD

MEN USE

KNIVES AT RATON.
Jake Mellhaney and Fred Hemrick,
tw Santa Fe shop employes, got into
a dispute Monday evening and engaged in a combat which came near
putting a eriod to the existence of
Hemrick, says the Raton Reporter.
Mcllhaney used a knife on Hemrick,
cutting him in seven places, two of
Him wounds being on the left side
just below the bean. The first day
it was thought that he would die, but
contrary to xpt ctatious tie js ge'ting
well.
Mcllhaney was arrested and
put in j.ul. but was released Thursday
tecauKe iieiuiiCK liu'iy iciuscii
in
prosecute.
PULLMAN

COMPANY.

Pullman porters are about to oifinn-ia union in an effort to maki the
Cullman company pay them fCel a
inoatu, so they can live without tip.
They say it is Tallinn to the soul of
the
porter to accept a tip. No
doubt you have observed
the sad,
chastened expression on the face of
oae of these SeueKUiuhian dignitaries
iiob receipt of a .quarter for RivinK
your shoes a
However,
his is not the only soul that has rebelled anainst the tip, and the people
who ride and are lnii!ied will wish
Ilia Hiecess in this effort
z
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Meat Market

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
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A Most Daring Deed of the Russ Rebels
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its Location

H

Car Shops at fiantd Momca.
I .oh
Ure of
Anseles, Dec.
B
numerous Marilinntt ph'l'.S that
ilevloiiitiK eerv Uy is the car filmps
the)
Aiih
that are eiMileiiiphtted
Southern Part He pink in Santa Moti-er
lea a th'.-- site.
The, Ms Enclosure is now u.e,l
an
iilnusetLopt park, but It. N sai' thatj
it would be an adtuirable Itx it iui fnr
a car factory, being close o the company's tit put and line, .is well
Kmtesr.iun other natui.il inlv ant.mt-s- .
the other hand solIH' object to H
yieldiim up the paik.
It is coin ended
by enthusiastic, be-- i
-
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PARTIES WILL ORGANIZE
AGAINST

j

1

$2."(u,-O00,0- 0.

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

j

1

wane-earner-

Chicago, Dec. 24. K. P. Ripley,
president of the Santa Fe, sees in the
prescat Inadequacy of the rolling
slock and trackage of the railroad
companies to handle the Increasing
demandH of the country a vast
ahead. Vet he views the future with characteristic
optimism,
aad exprtases the opinion that then'
is othiiiK safer than a railroad investment at Ihis time.
"Tliis country simply has outgrown
.
its capacity," said Mr. Ripley in
the cause of the present congestion of traffic. "We would have
liad no difficulty in providing enough
track and equipment if labor and materials could have been had. There
is no relief in sight.
We could not
have moved another pound of freight
last month without increased facilities, but we could have moved 2.1 per
ceat more with them.
"Indications are that the railroads
are on a more secure footing than
ever before on account of the density
of the business.
To keep abreast
means a vast expense out of capital,
but there is nothing safer than a railroad Investment.
Should capital
the return was doubtful, the situation cotild not be relieved.
Three
thiags are necessary money, labor,
materials.
"As regards Atchison expenditures
next year, we ought to spend more
money than we have this year If we
ea get the labor and materials."
Asked regarding the outlook for a
t! per
cent dividend, Mr. Ripley said:
"I have nothing to say about that
now.
We will meet in April to act
on the dividend and will discuss the
matter then in the light of the conditions that exist."
That the Santa Fe will endeavor to
do its share toward meeting the pressing demand for increased transportation facilities is shown in a circular
issued to the stockholders by Presi
dent Ripley, in which the board of directors make tbe proposition to increase I he authorized stock of the
company from $iri2,MJo,ooit to
If this is done, it will be for
the purpos" of acquiring additional
equipment, track and terminal lacili-tieg- .

2C

BELEN IS

31 MILES SOUTH
OK" AI.UCQUER-QVAT THE JUNCTION OP Till: MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
EAST AND WEST PROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES,
AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.ObO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25l
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH I) ROAD 80 AND

N.

M

F,

,

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

barrels

i

large

00aOOOsOtCOCO
0000CoaK0-tOC

THE LOIS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

WITH I1EAUT1FUL
LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE: SEVERAL I .A ROE MERCANTILE ES-

TABLISHMENTS. TR RPI.EN PATENT ROLLER
Mli.L. Capacity, i.o
daily
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. REST AU.TAnTs. ETC.
BLloI IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MKX1CO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR PUT U HE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

FEET WIDE,

20

s?o
Koooooaooco
0K0
A Rait way Center

TO BELEN, H. M.

The Belen Town and

S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE

Im-

ONE-THIR-

MONEY CASH.

BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERBER,

K00aa

Sec'y.
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NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONH
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRVES W
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST I .UTS.

provement Co.
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TWO-THIRD-
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EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

ITS

LOCAL AND

103

NOT

!

LATE

to buy a pia'jo for Christmas. Our
biff store will lie open tonight until 12
o'clock and arrangements have been
made to deliver any piano you may
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
select to your home tomorrow mornFirst section of No. I. at 10::l0). m. ing. Come and see us. Our pteios
p. m. our prices and our terms will please
Second section of No. 1 at
you and help you to place n musical
No. 7 at 11:45 p. ni
No i, at 12: HO it. in
Instrument In your homo that will
No. 8 st 7:45 p. m.
last a life time and help you every
day to forget your real or Imaginary
No. 4 on tlnu
troubles.
J. C. Ualrnmb was in (he ritj es
& I.INDKM ANN.
terday from Kutnti.
POUND SALE.
J. J. MrKuy, of Williinl, is in the
city on linslm ss.
O-bay peny, with split ears and
e
C. K. Iterkley in here on tuisiiicis. llVfltw!..
i Ij.fl till. n.,.1 li.ft thMtll.lrtf
His home is In (.'hirao.
The lMstuflic(. will l,c open from H 1hUi left feet white, will be sold to
the highest iddder at the citv buildp. in. oa t'lu ist m.iy day.
a. ni. to
ng on Thursday morning at 10
K. II. Iliekfonl catti" in
o'clock.
from hiH homo ni l.nke Valley.

PERSONAL

-

I-

1 1

For CHristaias

.

are gaps in your Christmas list. You can
THERE call to mind several people whom you
want to remember, but don't quite know how or
with what.
That's the problem. There is a solution. Buy
Them a pair of our Shoes or Slippers. As long as
they are worn your friend will think of you and your
kindness. Isn't this an advantage over the ordinary
useless present?

j

-

1

K. M. Hnnvn.

of MHrn, whs in

THOS.

th.

city yrsterday, visit i nj friends.
Joe UticklnK, of Kiicinn. N. M.. is
doing his Christmas shopping hen-- .
F. W. McNamara, ot Chicago, is
spending a short time in Albuqtier-- i

'

que.
C. K. Spader,

prosres--

Believe Us
NOVS

hoes, from

of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

1.60

to

Established

1.00
1.00
0

to
to
In

Bernalillo's

I

C. N. BR1GHAM

COAL

4-

CO.

...SIMON STERN..

j

Successor to

F. F. Trotter

206 W. Gold Arenne

H. HAHN

Largest Line of Candy in the City

fr

-

JUST

The Holidays ere rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
we, and anticipating a nepetltloa of the gratifying; patronage
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, In addl-dttkto our usual lines ever known In this cliy. The goods are on
display In our salesroom, 8outh Second Street, and we cordially Invite
your early inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.

New Mexico's

A POCKET

after-dinne-

Jewelers

Band In Your Wateham for Repair
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

SECOND

KNIFEIs

"Diamond

Co.
Leading

SHOT GUN

No

than do

Hkkox-Maynar- d

IBamige

Makes a Very Practical Present

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

TO REMIND YOU

tee!

CONFECTIONARY SUGAR

The

suit that

ol

the land ; and coarse
goat's hair is wool.
The woolen weavers
have a clever way of
mixing ukad and shoddy
wool with a little good
material. Of course it's
but not the
kind you would want if
you could see the raw
material. We guarantee
you against shoddy and

Lindemann,

1900

all-wo-

looks like a bargain, just
remember that old Mk.
SlloKDV walks abroad in

all-wo-

2.00
5.00
1.50
2.50
1. 00

1.75 to

Women's Shoes, from
Women's House Slippers
Ohildren1
Shoos from
Children's Felt Slippers from

Hut if you are asked to

buy an

Do It Today
&

l"

Thursday, inc. 27th, at 1:30 o'clock
furniture
slve merrhant. Is transactlnc busi sharp, at Mr. Whitney's
.
store, opposite the postofficc, on 811-ness here today.
ton
per
$6.50
Genuine
Block
American
I
has
Ij.
avenue,
will
buyer,
entire
sell
the
r
Murphy, the hide
I).
6.50
gone to HI I'aso to spend Christmas stock, consisting ia part, of cook Cerrillos Lump
8.50
stoves, gasoline stoves, heaters, steel Anthracite Nut
with homo folk.
9 AH)
Mixed
Professor Mark Johnson, of Dom- range, cots, 12 new mattresses, Anthracite
stove
Anthracite,
and
furnace
beds,
buffet,
ing. Is In the city to spend Christmas springs. 6 Iron and brass
9.50
izet
side board, chiftloner. dressers, 3 din
with friends.
6.00
John K. Fullcrton nsd son. IClniur, ing tables, touch and etc. Se goods Clean Gas Coke
WOOD
are up from Socorro to opend Christ- Wedaesd,y before sale; nothing sold
$2.25
Green Mill wood, per load
private.
mas with relatives.
Dry Mill wood, per load
2.75
H. S. KNIGHT.
M. WlHbum, after two or
three
flat-iro- n
Copyright 1906 by
fakinir.
Factory wood, per load
3.00
Auctioneer.
days of shopping in this eity, has
fcif Marx
Schafther
Hsrt
to his home in Uemallllo.
&
W.
Miss Klla Haines, who is a student
Both Phonet.
of the Sisters of Loretta BChool of PREPARATIONS FOR CH1ST- Las Cruces, is home for the holidays.
DR. L. H. CHAMBERLAIN,
Dr. Kaplan's Tuesday evening class
MAS AT MONARCH GROCERY
DENTIST.
will meet Wediin'sday evening this
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
ROOM 2,
e.ul next week at the usual time and
CROMWELL BLOCK.
place.
Ample
preparations
have been
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.
K. O. Schawc. a young
business
man of Ilallinger, Texas, is in the made by the Monarch Grocery comjcitv on a visit to his uncle, Wiu. pany to meet the heavy demands that
are sure to be made uxn them for
Kieke.
James Drury, Jr., who is an cm- - Christmas dinners. Nothing has been
nothing omitted,
cut-offrom
ploye of the Santa
is in the forgotten.
jelty to spend the holidays with friends first course to last course everything
there. To tho old residents of Albu
and relatives.
Charles V. Safford, territorial trav- querque it Is not necessary to say
eling auditor, has been in Albuquer- much in regard to the Monarch; their
que during the past week, engaged record is their best, advertisement
in reviewing the county hooka. This W merely recall them to your re
year's levy, it Is said, will reach near- membrance and assure you that tho
same high grade, desirable stock that
ly $100,000.
Mrs. T. C. Lebo, remembered by you have received from them In times
many Albuquerque people as Miss past may be found in duplicate upon
tiraee Hawks, Is la the city from their shelves today.
doubt many would appreciate a
They have paid particular attention
Denver to spend Christmas with her
to
of
candies
selection
their
and
parrnts. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Hawks,
fruits. Drop in and see their counter
of North Seventh street.
always acceptable
Christinas day will be generally ob- loads of loose candy, and their ranks
boxed candy, all strictly pure and
served throughout the city us a holi- of
We have the celebrated
Edge" Cutlery
day and the banks, stores and shops unadulterated.
Everything from
To summarize:
The
will be closed during the day.
Decorated China and Nickel Plated
barber shops will keep Sunday hours, holly decorations to your
cigar.
closing promptly at 11 o'clock In the
morning.
& LINDEMANN
LEARNARD
SHIP
'H. Jay Stone returned from Tome
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS OUT
this morning where lie delivered and
OF TOWN.
sold to Mr. Sanchez, tiio will known
Valencia county school Huiieriiitend-entMr. (!us
of San Marcial,
a Schiller i"uz:. Mr. Stone also the veteran engineer bet wet n Albudelivered the nluno Air. Miguel K. querque and Kl Paso, called at Learn115-11- 7
Baca of Tome selected as a Christniiu ard & I.lndeniii:in's music store this
Batween Railroad and Coppar Ave.
present for his daiightir during his morning in response to their invitavisit to Albuquerque last week.
tion i uUUhed in the popular edition
The Sir Knights of Pilgrim
of Tiie livening Citizen edited by the
No. 3, Kaights Templar, tire Wouiais club.
Mr. I.esemann was
requested to meet at their tisyluili on shown tho finest stock of pianos in
on.
Christmas the sout li est ud before leaving denorth Third utri-c- t
morning for Christ mas observance id cided to purchase the handsome lJusli
the hour of !i:43 a. ti All visiting fc l.ane piano, l'ompelau style, mail, ignny case, that has been on exhi
Sir Knights from other Coiumand-I'l'leare invited to attend, lty order bition in Ihe display windows during
J. C. the past two days. Mr. Isemana's
of the eminent commander.
Ferger, recorder.
daughter, Miss Francis, will bo one
As the result of a fall sustained at of the many fortunate young ladies to
St. Jospph'8 sanitarium, where he be made happy Christmas day by the
:
was engaged on a scaffold working on delivery of one of Learnard and
tho new wing of the building, S. 1).
pianos.
Sanderson, a carpenter, sustained a
painful
AMPLE
HAVE
PREPARATIONS
broken ankle ;nd several
bruises. The Scaffold, from which he BEEN MADE BY THE COLUMBUS
accidentally fell, was thirty-fivAND
feet HOTEL TO ACCOMMODATE
high. It is considered remarkable PLEASE ALL CHRISTMAS DINNER
that his Injuries were not more seri- GUESTS.

$.00

$2.00 to

MfiTg Slippers, from

ffa'v MM

We Carry the Largest Stock

Learnard

II
'all-woo-

TODAY

McMII.MN.

DECEMBER 44, 1906.

May lie
and
its maker or seller assume
an attitude of rectitude
and even condescension
in selling it to you.

In the purchase of a Piano

City Marshal.

AUCTION

ft

We can save you money

v

Men's

MONDAY,

STREET.

r

Ware

,

NORTH FIRST STREET

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenoe

.

..FOR.

1

($

s

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
see our;line

O
O
O

OF

HPS

WHITNEY GOMPMMY
Wholesale and Retail:

HARDWARE

e

ous.

George K. Kills, of Santa Fe, is now
a member of the Bennett Indian Trading company.
Mr. Kills, who was
formerly proprietor of the St. Claire
hotel of the capital city, has acquired
the llrnt interests of M. H. Sabin
in tho trading company. The other
member of tho firm is J. ". Bennett,
of Houck, Ariz. Mr. Ellis will act as
local manager of the firm, which is
located on North First street.
Yesterday afternoon at a meeting
called for thu purpose, tho Brotherhood
of tihe First Prewbyterian
church of Albuquerque was organized. The association Is a branch of
the Presbyterian brotherhood recently created at Indianapolis and Us object Is to promote religious and social
life among not. only members of the
denomination Itself, but all men
with
in or sympathizing
Christianity and its aims. A goodly
representation of the church's male
membership was present, a constitution was adopted and tho following
officer were elected: H. W. D. Bryan,
president; J. ". Anderson, vlc? president: 15. P. Bradley, secretary, and
A. W. Hayden, treasurer.

FINE CHINA
CUT GLASS
CHAFING DISHES
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
SILVER PLATED WARE
FINE CUTLERY
FOOD CHOPPERS

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO,

THE

Oitmocdt,
four trad

x

RAILROAD AVE.

Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glani, Ciook.ii,
aod (uaranies A SQUARE DEAL.
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Palace

Diamond
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4
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NEW YOU CAN FINO IT AT

FIRE LADDIES

Mrs. Nora Ortiz tikes this means
of thauking the city fire department
firemen for their heroic work on Friday night in saving from total de-

struction her property at
Third street.

4

i: 00

$2.2f.

$175
20 to 74''

Large Line Silk Suspenders
4

E

o

Christmas present for the family
a New Home Sewing Machine, guaranteed. Itorraduile & Co., agents, 117

Gold avenue.

L. WASHBURN COMPANY

CHAFING DISHES. FIVE O'CLOCK
TEAS. CARVING SETS. WHITNEY
COMPANY.

FEE'S
CANDIES,

STORF.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
tAT THE
4-- C0L0M30

St

f

f f

o
0

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and
ater
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves. Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail torHora 3nfWfrf
1
Btraat
rirat
401, 403,ir.SBouth
Btremt
North rfrat

113, I IB.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

d

TOYS. DOLLS. DOLL BUGGIES,
WAGONS. HANDKERCHIEFS, FURS
AND ALL KINDS
OF HOLIDAY
GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
122 NORTH SECOND STREET.

50c to $2.50 for Swell Ties

4- -

0

3E

2TZ

Qhristma

122.

We have prepared for your Christmas wants this 6easou and
are now displaying the largest line of Holiday Neckwear and
mufders ever shown la this city. AH the newest creations di
rect from New York are shown.

Smoking Jackets
$5.50 to $12 50
$4 00 to $0X0
Buth Robes
Lounging Robes
$10.00 to $20.00
I'errlus' Gloves
Dents' Gloves
Mocha Gloves
Faacy Hosiery

South

o

High-grad-

A Christmas Suggestion
4

11RV&

THE MAZE.
French cream candies
l.rc
Chocolate candies
25c
Fancy chocolate creams
35c
cream candies
35c
Fancy oranges, per do.
40c
Fancy bananas, per doz
40c
Hissell's carpet sweepers
$2.40
Lace curtain stretchers
1.35
Mrs. Potts' sad irons
1.10
Down bed comforters
5.00
Klegant
bed blankets.. 7.50
Hand painted cake plates
2.00
A large assortment of decorated
1 2 Vi c
china plates, each
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Propr.
Pia-o- s,
Victor Talking Machines
and Edison Phonographs. Kcmcmbt r
GO TO WHITNEY COMPANY FOR these ate useful Christmas presents.
and Liiidem.mn's
NICE GIFTS AS WELL AS USEFUL. Call at Learnard
and select one' now.
o
BOY'S TOOL CHESTS. WHITNEY
ALL THE SATISFACTION OF A
.
COMPANY.
CHRISTMAS
DINNER AT HOME
MAY BE HELD AT THE COLUM.
fr X BUS HOTEL WITHOUT ANY OF
fr
THE WORK.
DINNER
SERVED
FROM 12:00 TO 2:00 O'CLOCK.
2d St.
Felt or leather slippers for men.
Il.Oo to $2.00; felt Juliettes, with fur
trimming, in red, green, black or
hrowa, for women, $1.2.') to 1.50; red
fell slippers for boys and girls, OOc to
Il.oo. at C. May's Shoe Store, 314
WVht Kailroad avenue.

Fourth and Railroad Avenoe

EVERITT

THANKS

HALL

Mission

50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

We Have the Finest and Largest Supply of Anyone in
the City

Call and Inspect Before Buying.

Turkeys, Ducks,
Geese and Chickens

Fancy Roasting Pigs

0
0O

